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Library Monitored For Dangerous Asbestos Problem 
by Donna Crumlish eighth floor mechanical rooms. other engineering or respira­
Air Quality monitoring took The material that was tested tory protection will have to be 
place on the fifth floor of the in O'Brian was determined to worked out until the asbestos 
Law Library on Friday, February contain 10% asbestos. The 10% can be removed. 
5th . The testing was done to in the material itself is not con­ Whether or not the fiber con­
pinpoint problems with the sidered to be harmful unless tent in the air is determined 
overall environment in this area concentrations of the asbestos safe, the prevention of future 
and in the library as a whole. are found in high levels in the problems is most important. 
Airflow, humidity, temperature air. This is what the air quality Mr. Borzynski stressed, "When 
and the amount of fibers in the monitoring is designed to as­ anybody wants to control as­
air will all be examined. The certain . bestos, it's not to say that 'this 
possibility of asbestos fibers in If the material has been suffi ­ environment is fine if it has this 
the air is something that will be ciently disturbed, it is possible fiber conttrnt' but rather to pre­
examined closely. that there will be more than the vent anyone from disturbing, 
According to Leonard Bor­ .2 fibers per cubic centimeter changing, or modifying the en­
zynski, an Industrial Hygienist that OSHA has established to vironment so that they get a 
at UB's Office of Environmental be safe. However, if the mate­ large dose of the harmful mate­
Health and Safety, "In O'Brian rial is in the same condition that rials into their lungs." 
there is.asbestos in a few areas it was when the survey was Before the discovery of the 
that has been applied as fire­ taken, the air will probably not health problems it caused, as­
proofing and one of the places contain any harmful fibers. The bestos was long used in various 
is the fifth floor AV depart­ results of the fiber testing will capacities including fireproof­
ment." probably not be available until ing, brake shoe work, and insu­
A survey taken by Hall-Kim­ the last week in February. lation. It has a host of properties 
brell environmental services If the results of the air quality that made it ideal for these 
two years ago established that monitoring determine that uses. When changes in asbes­
asbestos had been used in vari­ there is a high fiber content, tos regulation were occurring in 
ous capacities throughout the further testing will be done to the early 1970's, O'Brian Hall 
North Campus. In O'Brian those determine the exact degree of was under construction. The 
areas were mainly the AV de­ the problem. If these results manufacturing of asbestos was 
partment, room 728 and some confirm a serious problem, ordered to be stopped but 
Practice of Matrimonial Law Discussed 
by Alexei Schacht on, as the attorneys put it, tion agreements, Rosa said that 
On Saturday, February 6 The "practical" matters. "the best advice is to get it in 
American Academy of Matri­ For instance, Alvin Ashley, writing ." Being "all inclusive" 
monial Lawyers, New York who came all the way from New in an agreement may help the 
Chapter, sponsored a day long York for the symposium, to parties avoid further acrimony 
symposium entitled "The Prac­ speak on the attorney-client re­ in the future, according to Rosa . 
tice of Matrimonial Law: A Les­ lationship, made the point that Settlement agreements can 
son in Reality," at the law "first impressions" at the initial minimize unnecessary conflict 
school. consultation are extremely im­ between the parties and lessen 
The symposium, co-chaired portant. Ashley aslo stressed the unhappiness surrounding 
by Paul Birzon and Professors that the practitioner must be to­ divorce, and, all speakers em­
Isabel Marcus and Louis tally familiar with the New York phasized that spouses seem to 
Schwartz, featured nine practic­ Domestic Relations Law. In par­ be inevitably disappointed with 
ing attorneys and a psycholo­ ticular, section 236, New York's their divorce settlements. In 
gist speaking about various as­ equitable distribution statute, this vein, Patrick C. O'Reilly, a 
pects of matrimonial law prac­ which he called "the Bible of partner with the firm Lipsitz, 
tice. Mr. Birzon, who is both a matrimonial law," must be Green, Fahringer, Roll, Schuller 
leading matrimonial attorney known by any successful attor­ & James, said that while attor­
and adjunct-professor of law, ney. neys "can cut out an agreement 
moderated the event. Janice M. Rosa, a partner in with a scalpel," the "judge will 
The topics that were covered Paul Birzon's firm, discussed use an axe." In other words, 
ranged from attorney-client re­ "opt-out" agreements which only the separation agreement 
lationships to custody issues to allow the parties to avoid the can assure the client that he or 
how to conduct a matrimonial confines of section 236. In refer­ she will get what they want. 
trial. But, in all areas there was ence to what the parties should O'Reilly's assigned topic for 
no doubt that the emphasis was put in these opt-out, or separa- continued on page 15 
Dave's Dribblers Seek Investors 
by Shawn Griffin vestment in school spirit. The his nickname in college was 
On Thursday, February 10, proceeds will be used to offset "Dunkin' Dave." But the con­
Dean "Dave" Filvaroff became the traveling expenses of the tract negotiations between the 
a major stockholder in the team. Dean and Dave's Demons have 
Dave's Demons Corporation. Dean Filvaroff was encour­ been fruitless to this point. It 
There were rumors on the ageQ by the team's motivation seems that the only available 
street that a foreign investor and has offered to play in the position on the team is center 
might attempt to buy control upcoming tournament. and it doesn't look like Dunkin' 
and change the team's name. Sources close to the Dean say Dave is "upto it." (See photo.) 
There may be a proxy fight 
for control next week, so the 
Dean has increased his hold­
ings substantially and is en­
couraging all law students to do 
the same. 
Dave's Demons, Inc. is the 
law school basketball team that 
will represent U.B. at the annual 
law school tournament in 
Springfield, Mass. on February 
27-29. The team members have 
been selling stock in the corpo- a 
.many suppliers and contractors areas of the campus, mainly be­
had it in their inventories and cause the potentially harmful 
continued to use it. This is why materials in O'Brian are fairly 
inaccessible and were in goodevidence of asbestos use is 
shape when the survey wasfound so sporadically through­
,done. out the North campus. 
Eventually, all the asbestosPlans for cleanup and correc­
will be removed from the Northtion of the asbestos problem on 
.campus but, at present, the Uni­
underway since the Hall -Kim­
the North campus have been 
versity's budget does not allow 
brell survey was released. for the high costs expected in 
its removal and replacement. O'Brian Hall, however, is on a 
lower priority level than other 
Law School To Hold 
Centennial Convocation 
Current issues in employ­ inception of the Jaeckle Award 
ment relations will be the focal in 1976 that it will be presented 
point of the Centennial Law posthumously. Mr. Fleisch­
Convocation being presented mann died March 25, 1987. 
on Saturday, March 5, by the The award is named for UB 
University at Buffalo Law Law School alumnus Edwin F. 
School and the Law Alumni As­ Jaeckle, class of 1915, who was 
sociation. Mr. Fleischmann's close friend 
The all-morning symposium, and law partner in the Buffalo 
entitled "Hiring and Firing: firm that bears their names, 
Views from Both Sides," will be Jaeckle, Fleischmann & Mugel. 
held starting at 8:30 a.m . in the It is given annually to an indi­
Center for Tomorrow on the UB vidual who has distinguished 
North Campus. The program is himself or herself and has made 
designed especially for practic­ significant contributions to the 
ing attorneys. Law School and the legal pro­
Procedures and practices-and fession. 
the latest developments in Fleischmann, a member of 
areas such as age and sex dis­ the Law School's Class of 1933, 
crimination, drug testing, com­ was also a partner of Webster 
municable diseases and handi- and Sheffield in New York, and 
was a director of American Air­
lines and The Equitable Life In­
surance Company, among 
others. 
President Harry S. Truman 
appointed him defense produc­
tion administrator in 1951. 
Later, in 1965, Gov. Nelson 
Rockefeller named him a State 
University trustee and ap­
pointed him chairman of the 
New York State Commission on 
the Quality, Cost and Financing 
of Elementary and Secondary 
Education, which became 
known as the Fleischmann 
Commission. 
Convocation program partic­
ipants and their topics will be 
as follows: 
*David G. Jay, a sole practi­
Manly Fleischmann tioner, will discuss "Procedures 
in Handling a Discriminationcapping conditions will be cov­
Case: The Employee's Attor­ered from the viewpoints of 
ney," and Thomas S. Gill, ofboth employers and employ­
ees, according to David E. continued on page 15 
Parker '77, Convocation chair­
man. 
"More than ever before, 
lawyers must be able to prop­
erly assist their corporale 
clients and workers who feel 
wronged in these highly 
charged matters," says Parker. 
At a luncheon following the 
educational program, President 
Steven B. Sample will present 
the Jaeckle Award for 1988 
posthumously to Manly Fleis­
chmann, a renowned attorney 
whose lengthy record of public 
service included high-level po­
sitions in Washington and Al­
bany. It is the highest honor the 
Law School and the Law Alum­
ni Association can bestow. 
This is the first time since the 
Inside. • • 
Areas of Student 
Concern . . . . 2 
Historical Overview 
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ration; this represents an in- Shawn Griffin. Dean Filvaroff, Dan Lukasic, John Dagon. 
.. 
SBA Committees Address Areas ofStudent Concern 
Dear Dean Filvaroff: 
The Student Bar Associa­
tion's Subcommittee for De­
veloping Student Issues has ac­
tively sought out and assem­
bled the valuable opinions of 
our student body. These opin­
ions were solicited and com­
piled over a three-month 
period . They have been divided 
into nine issue-areas : 
1. Curriculum - Carolyn 
Henry, Tammie Schultz, Alexei 
Schacht, Krista Hughes, Lisa 
Sizeland . 
2. Registration - John 
Bonazzi . 
3. Advisement - Kelley 
Omel. 
4. Library - Karen Surber, 
Rohan Marshall, Victor Arias. 
5. Law School Ranking -
DerekAkiwumi, Dornon Serota . 
6. Lounge/Cafeteria - Chuck 
Johnson. 
7. Financial Aid/Loan Forgive­
ness - Ian Fitzpatrick, Suzanne 
Unger. 
8. Child Care - Maria Doti . 
9. Miscellaneous - Jim McClus­
ky . 
Issue-area subcommittees 
undertook further investigation 
and now present their findings 
in this document. We trust that 
these reports will help you un­
derstand student perspectives 
and concerns. We are commit­
ted to improving our school, 
and have found that many 
members of the student body 
share our commitment. We rely 
upon your leadership and gui ­
dance, and sincerely hope that 
you will value and seriously 
consider our opinions. 
We wish to establish a 
cooperative and productive re­
lationship with you so that to­
gether we may strive for even 
greater excellence in all we do 
at the Buffalo Law School. Con­
sequently, we respectfully ask 
that you respond to this expres­
sion of our views in writing in 
our school newspaper, The 
Opinion. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Subcommittee for 
Developing Student Issues 
Lisa Sizeland, Chairperson 
Law School Ranking 
by Derek Akiwumi 
and Damon Serota 
Every two years, Dr. Jack 
Gourman publishes a report 
which attempts to rank the 
graduate departments in over 
1,000 schools, as well as law 
school , both in the United 
States and abroad. In 1985, 
SUNY Buffalo's Law School 
ranking in the Gourman report 
dropped from 17 to 39, leaving 
many in UB law school 's ad­
ministration doubting its valid­
ity. 
One serious drawback of the 
Gourman report is that its au­
thor has refused to disclose his 
evaluating criteria and method­
ology to officials in either the 
American Bar Association or 
the American Association of 
Law Schools ( The Opinion, Feb­
ruary 26, 1985). Consequently, 
no authorities have been able 
to recheck the accuracy and val­
idity of statistics that the rank­
ing is based on . Yet, alternative 
measures need to be taken to 
ensure that resulting misper­
ceptions do not damage the 
image of SUNY Buffalo's Law 
School in the community at 
large. 
Several steps need to be im­
plemented immediately to en­
sure that prospective student 
and faculty members clearly 
understand the inaccuracy of 
the Gourman report's ranking 
system. First, a statement 
should be issued clearly indi­
cating the many shortcomings 
of the report. Additionally, this 
statement must stress concrete 
improvements presently taking 
place in the law school (includ­
ing the appointment of a new 
dean, the work/research of na­
tionally prominent faculty 
members, etc.). Finally, this 
statement should be circulated 
to members of the local bar as­
sociation to ensure that they are 
kept abreast of the school's of­
ficial stance on this matter. 
Child Care 
by Maria I. Doti 
While there is a child care 
program on the Main Street 
Campus, it provides a limited 
number of places. The only 
program on the Amherst Cam­
pus is a two-hour-a-day school 
program. Child care at the State 
University at Buffalo is in­
adequate when compared to 
the demand and needs of stu­
dents, particularly those in­
volved in rigorous legal study. 
As a progressive law school , 
we must support the access of 
non- traditional law students to 
legal education. Child care, 
which is responsible and flexi­
ble, is important to all parents; 
however, good child care is 
especially crucial to single par­
ents, many of whom are 
women. 
Women traditionally lack the 
training and skills needed to ob­
tain high paying jobs. Women 
displaced from their traditional 
roles as wives by divorce and 
widowhood are especially vul ­
nerable to fluctuations in the 
job market. The Buffalo Model 
must assist those who are striv­
ing to improve their financial 
situations by obtaining ad­
vanced degrees. 
Because appropriate child 
care is both a university-wide 
problem and expensive, the real 
challenge can only be address­
ed by the entire university 
working together and pooling 
resources. We, the student 
body, request that our dean be 
a leader in developing this area. 
Good, inexpensive, on-site 
child care makes sense. It is a 
draw to prospective faculty, 
students and staff. Advantages 
to the un iversity include an in­
creased market share of top stu­
dents, faculty and professionals 
who would choose our institu­
tion over another which was 
less generous. 
More secure child care ar­
rangements also increase the 
morale of parents and their per­
formance in the classroom and 
on the job. 
A strong child care program 
could also provide the opportu­
nity for education, psychology, 
and other social science majors 
to have practical experiences 
while earning college credit as 
they work with or do research 
with young children. 
A program could also better 
utilize university buildings-­
many of which have empty but 
fully heated basements. In par­
ticular, university dormitories 
such as the Governor's com­
plex have empty areas and 
under-utilized kitchen facilities 
which would be ideal for young 
children. 
Areas of concern to law stu­
dents include : 
I. Availability of Program 
1. Lack of a full day child care 
center on the Amherst campus. 
2. Need to extend day care 
hours into early evenings to as-
sist those who attend night 
classes. 
3. Lack of cash subsidies to 
assist needy students to pay for 
on site day care. Subsidies 
could be included in financial 
aid packages or direct funding 
from student activity fees. 
II. Flexibility of Law School 
Program to Suit Parents with 
Young Children 
1. Make schedule of classes 
(especially for 1st year stu­
dents) available early on so stu­
dents can make adequate child 
provisions. 
2. Administration and faculty 
must be more sensitive to the 
special needs of parents with 
young children and give 
adequate notice of changes in 
class schedules and make up 
classes. 
3. More flexibility in exam 
schedules to allow parents to 
move exams which conflict 
with child care arrangements 
when an adequate substitute 
for child care is not available. 
Financial Aid 
by Ian Fitzpatrick 
and Suzanne Unger 
Competition for Students 
and its Implications 
for Financial Aid 
Many students select UB Law 
because it is affordable. Few 
schools in the Middle Atlantic, 
New England, or Midwest have 
tuition rates which are on a par 
with UB. In addition, living 
costs for Buffalo are relatively 
low, enabling many students to 
maintain a decent standard of 
living. When these elements 
are factored in with the quality 
of UB Law School (arguably, it 
could be better), the choice to 
come to UB is an easy one for 
the serious-minded, cost-sensi­
tive student. 
While the aforementioned 
factors remain strong selling 
points for UB Law, the financial 
aid program tempers an other­
wise attractive program. With­
out a strong aid program, UB 
Law stands to lose qualified ap­
plicants to other law schools 
with stronger and more exten­
sive loan, scholarship, and 
grant packages. 
Not only will UB lose qual­
ified in-state applicants, but the 
Law School may find it increas­
ingly difficult to attract out-of­
state students who improve the 
reputation of UB Law as a na­
tional law school. A well ­
rounded financial aid package 
would encourage many qual­
ified applicants (both in-state 
and out-of-state) to seriously 
consider getting their law de­
grees from UB when they 
would not have otherwise con­
sider UB Law. 
A prompt and effective re­
sponse to the current financial 
aid crisis is needed in order to 
arrest a downturn in the per­
ceived quality of UB's Law 
School. The lack of funds and 
the serious problems in proces­
sing financial aid damage the 
quality of the Law School's stu­
dent body in several ways. 
Recruitment efforts are ham­
pered by the perception that 
this Law School cannot effec­
tively ensure that matriculants 
will receive sufficient financial 
aid in a timely manner. Law 
school advisors and under­
graduate professors are reluc­
tant to recommend UB Law as 
an option to their most promis­
ing students, particularly if the 
prospective student's financial 
resources are limited. 
Current law students and 
alumni express similar reserva­
tions to prospective students. 
Consequently, the pool of 
highly-qualified applicants to 
the Law School is reduced . 
But the problems persist for 
students who enroll at UB. 
Preoccupied with ongoing and 
serious financial aid problems, 
law students are unable to con­
centrate fully on their studies 
and, in turn, contribute to the 
educational process at UB. 
For some students, this 
erodes the attraction of study­
ing law here and may lead to 
increased rates of transfer and 
attrition. In fact, such forces for 
attrition are already underway 
as UB law students indicated in 
their responses to the Student 
Bar Association's financial aid 
committee proposals. (See Ap­
pendix A.) 
It is clear that some of our 
best students are ready (and 
able) to transfer to other law 
schools because the "cost" of 
inadequate and delayed finan­
cial aid at UB outweighs the 
benefits of continued study 
here. Students expressed a will­
ingness to go into debt at other 
law schools which offer loan 
forgiveness programs for 
alumni who practice public in­
terest law. 
Other students found the 
amount of support available at 
other law schools far exceeded 
loans, scholarships, and grants 
offered by UB. Still other stu­
dents, who had turned down fi­
nancial aid offers from other 
law schools in order to study at 
UB, are renegotiating financial 
aid packages with · those 
schools in anticipation of trans­
ferring . 
Besides cutting into our pool 
of most qualified students, fi­
nancial aid problems under­
mine our efforts to recruit and 
retain minority, older, and out­
of-state students. Ironically, 
this dilemma arises at a time 
when Dean Filvaroff has re­
newed UB's commitment to 
public interest law - a goal 
which initially attracted a fair 
number of highly-qualified, 
minority, older and out-of-state 
students to the Law School. 
Now is the time to remedy the 
financial aid problems. Demo­
graphic trends suggest that the 
Law School cannot dally in cor­
recting this grave problem. The 
competition for a shrinking 
pool of well-qualified law stu­
dents is fierce. Other law 
schools know this and have as­
sembled attractive financial aid 
packages which they deliver to 
their students. UB must do the 
same. 
The Necessity of a 
Financial Aid Administrator 
The availability of financial 
aid for any given year is often 
a function of political and 
budgetary decisions made in 
Albany and Washington, D.C. 
As students have come to 
know, most changes seemingly 
have resulted in more forms, 
procedures, and delays for ob­
taining aid. In short, the aid pro­
cess has been characterized by 
great complexity, bureaucracy, 
and frustration. The talents of a 
law school financial aid ad­
ministrator are vitally impor­
tant to students as they make 
their way through the aid pro­
cess. By necessity, such an ad­
ministrator must be knowl­
edgeable about aid changes so 
that students can make their 
way through the process effi­
ciently. This also requires good 
communication between the 
administrator to the students. 
As aid sources diminish, new 
sources must be found. An able 
administrator must be re­
sourceful in finding new aid 
sources, and yet be creative in 
developing new programs 
which provide students greater 
financial security. The adminis­
trator must be able to identify 
and procure funding from foun­
dations, alumni and members 
of the legal community. This 
would require a solid back­
ground in grantmanship and 
fund-raising as well as an ability 
to work cooperatively with 
alumni coordinators and other 
administrators in soliciting 
gifts. 
Currently, UB's Law School 
lags far behind other law 
schools in procuring grants and 
in alumni support. We recom­
mend that the Dean and the fi­
nancial aid administrator iden­
tify financial aid components 
which could be supported by 
grants from foundations and 
oversee the process of procur­
ing those grants. In addition, 
alumni campaigns can be 
launched to raise both "merit" 
and "need-based" scholar­
ships. As the Law School im­
proves its record on financial 
aid, future alumni might be far 
more generous in their giving. 
Finally, the financial aid ad­
ministrator would channel 
funds from the legal commu­
nity aid from governmental 
sources to law school students. 
Funds for scholarships would 
be solicited from local bar as­
sociations. In addition, this ad­
ministrator must realize the 
value of communicating with 
decisionmakers in Albany and 
Washington to ensure UB stu­
dents get their fair share of aid. 
But closer to UB, there is a 
severe lack of cooperation be­
tween the Main Street Financial 
Aid and Student Accounts Of­
fice and the Law School. Law 
School students expressed ex­
treme irritation about being 
caught in the middle of this bat­
tle. Several students reported 
that financial aid officers at the 
Main Street office said that they 
did not want to be involved in 
the complexities of administer­
ing financial aid to law stu­
dents. Bill Hart reported prob­
lems in gaining the cooperation 
of the Main Street office. The 
Dean must not only ensure a 
truce but a permanent solution 
to this administrative difficulty. 
A pervasive feeling exists 
among UB law students that 
any mention of their financial 
aid problems to Law School ad­
ministrators will only injure 
them. This attitude arises from 
the unwillingness of financial 
aid administrators throughout 
the University to lend assist­
ance and from the utter lack of 
an appeal process to deal with 
administrative abuses. In addi­
tion, several students have re­
ported threats of retaliation 
from Law School adminis­
trators dealing with financial 
aid. 
The financial aid job is too 
important to continue its under­
resourced status. Furthermore, 
it is unrealistic and unfair to 
burden students in quasi-ad­
ministrative capacities with the 
responsibility of administering 
financial aid. This job requires 
an attention and commitment 
level that only a full-time, pro­
fessional financial aid adminis­
trator can provide. Financial aid 
must be given a higher priority 
by the Law School and the Uni-
con1inued on page JO 
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Survey Distributed on Loan Forgiveness Program 
by Karen Comstock assists graduates accepting centage of his or her program strong commitment to public In a loan forgiveness pro­
By the time this article is low-paying work in the public loan. Thus, the longer the service. gram, qualifying graduates are 
printed, everyone will have re­ interest sector in repaying their graduate remains in eligible expected to apply a specified 
ceived a memo from me which educational debts. The public employment, the less he or she 
included a fact sheet on loan interest sector is usually de­ repays, until finally the entire 
forgiveness programs and a fined as employment with non­ program loan is forgiven. 
survey designed to collect the profit organizations and the 
Why loan forgiveness?information needed to get the government. 
Tuition is skyrocketing andball rolling to implement a loan Loan forgiveness works in 
the cost of living is rising stead­forgiveness program at UB. two phases. In the first phase, 
ily. These factors are causingThe results of the survey will the graduate in eligible employ­
dramatic increases in the edu­be used to put together a pro­ ment is provided with loans for 
cational debts shouldered byposal that will be submitted to the amount by which his or her 
law students, and this debt bur­Dean Filvaroff. Just saying, annual loan obligation exceeds 
den is increasing for each suc­"Hey, we want a loan forgive­ a stated percentage of his or her 
cessive graduating class. Un­ness program" is not enough. income. 
fortunately, salaries for publicThe first step to making loan In the second phase, if the 
sector/public interest jobs can­forgiveness a reality is deter­ graduate remains in qualifying 
not compete with this escalat­mining student interest, level of employment for a given num­
ing debt burden.debt burden and level of partici­ ber of years, then his or her en­
pation. tire loan is forgiven. The grad­ High debts combined with 
So please read over the fact uate's remaining payments low salaries are forcing too 
sheet carefully and take five (still owed to lenders) are also many students to make their 
minutes to fill out the survey. paid by the program. career choices solely on the 
It's a small effort, but one that If, however, the graduate basis of financial necessity. A 
could bring a great reward! leaves eligible employment be­ loan forgiveness program 
fore the designated number of would make employment in the 
What is loan forgiveness? years has passed, then he or public interest a realistic possi­
A loan forgiveness program she must repay a specific per- bility for the graduate with a 
Historical Overview ofGrades 
by Damon Serota Fail (F), Pass (P), High Pass (HP), age and below average law stu­
Law school grades tradition­ Honors (H) and Distinction dents into one category. 
ally stimulate many hours of McTiernan also proceeded to(D+) system (The Opinion,
heated discussion among law April, 1969, pgs. 2-4). These in­ point out that many others ap­
students. An ongoing con­ dividuals felt this system would proved of the system because 
troversy in this area contrasts increase a student's incentive it reduced stress, allowed fac­
competitive personalities against to participate in classroom dis­ ulty members to insert letters 
cussion.those who feel hierarchical into a student's file if he or she 
rankings entail a loss of individ­ received a borderline H-0 
uality. An examination of SUNY Critics of these proposals grade, and encouraged em­
at Buffalo law school's ever contended the promotion of ex­ ployers to change their 
evolving grading system pro­ cessive and irrelevant class­ methods of evaluating · law 
vides valuable insights ihto this room discussion would turn school graduates. (The Opin­
difficult subject. law school into a personality ion, October 30, 1970, pg. 2). 
The University of Buffalo law contest. They also pointed out The alteration of the grading 
school's original grading sys­ the proposal's heavy reliance system initially resulted in a 
tem ranked student perfor­ on a professor's objectivity and great deal of confusion. The de­
mances with percentages. Each on relatively small class size velopment of a hybrid H*, H, Q, 
percentage range corres­ (The Opinion, April, 1969, pgs. D, U provoked the comment 
ponded with letter grades 2-4).as that "while some professors 
follows: 59 to 64% - F, 65 to The numerical ranking sys­ awarded HD's (Ht's) as they 
69%- D, 70 to 75%- C, 76 to tem expired during the last mi­ would A's, others took it to be 
81% - B, 82 to 90% -A. This nutes of a decade when the law a rare animal to be awarded to 
system's competitiveness in­ school implemented a new a brilliant student once in two 
duced large amounts of stress grading system on Friday, De­ years. Likewise, the H was con­
that many considered counter­ cember 19, 1969. The switch to sidered by some to show 'better 
productive. Many years passed an Unsatisfactory (U), Qualified than mediocre' work while 
before the seeds of change took (0), and Honors (H) grading ter­ others considered it to be a 
root in the foundations of the minology received an over­ mark of high achievement." 
law school. whelming student ratification (The Opinion, December 16, 
The University of Buffalo's when 286 out of 370 students 1971, pgt. 2) . At one point, the 
merger with the State Univer­ voted in favor of it in a referen­ New York Court of Appeals 
sity of New York on August 31, dum. even refused to certify a 
1962 heralded the creation of an A grandfather clause made number of SUNY at Buffalo law 
enormously diverse student these reforms inapplicable to graduates because of confu­
body. Increasing enrollment present juniors and seniors. sion over the meaning of an Un­
forced a drastic metamorphosis However, a student could only satisfactory (U) grade. 
upon both faculty and students. graduate if he or she received The sentiment for a more 
Frank C. Moore, chairman of the number of satisfactory cre­ conventional system remained 
the SUNY Board of Trustees in dit hours required by the New vocal until April of 1972 when 
1962, expressed concern over York State Court of Appeals. law school administration offi­
this development when he (The Opinion, December, 19, cials announced that "Juris 
stressed that "the first goal of 1969, pgs. 1-4). Doctor requirements will match 
the law school should be excel­ Many criticisms were leveled those for certification for the 
lence of education rather than at this new system. The main bar." (The Opinion, April 20, 
enlargement of enrollment." argument opposing it main­ 1972, pg. 3). The system at this 
(The Opinion, December, 1962, tained that it did not control for point switched to an HD/Ht, H, 
pg. 1). many other appropriate vari­ Q, D, F/U format. Further refine­
A combination of diversity ables such as the type of elec­ ment resulted in an HD, Q, D, F 
and student malaise assisted tive courses that the student system by the spring of 1973. 
the formation of an Ad Hoc Stu­ chose to take, the grading (The Opinion, September 20, 
dent/Faculty committee in habits of professors, and 1973, pg. 7). 
November of 1968. The com­ superior performance in legal Protest colored the start of 
mittee planned to review per­ writing classes and in extra-cur­ the Spring 1974 semester as 
ceived inequities in the law ricuJar activities. Its main nega­ first year students vehemently 
school's grading and probation tive drawback, according to cri­ opposed "a December 5, 1973 
system (The Opinion, tics, appeared to be a shift in faculty decision to revise the 
November 1968, pg. 2). No sig­ the burdens of evaluation from grading system, changing it 
nificant action on these issues faculty to employers. (The from a four tier to a five tier 
emerged until a group of first Opinion, December 19, 1969, structure .... " (The Opinion, 
year students developed a list pgs. 4-6). January 9, 1974, pg. 1). A Stu­
of reform proposals in April of The new system was not _dent Bar Association endorsed 
1969. loved by all. An article by Bill freshman referendum resulted 
These students proposed the McTiernan in October of 1970 in a four tier ranking system. 
following measures: the noted that good students who However many upperclassmen 
abolishment of numerical grad­ traditionally fell just short of the faced with the approaching 
ing for the purpose of rank, the excellent range felt that there realities of the job market pre­
implementation of a quartile was something wrong with the ferred a five tier system. (The 
ranking system, anonymous new system if the Q range Opinion, March 12, 1974, pg. 1). 
exam taking and a switch to a grouped above average, aver- continued on page 14 
percentage of their earnings toWho is eligible for 
their annual obligations forloan forgiveness? 
educational loan repayments,We will be modeling our pro­
and the program lends theposal on the provisions of loan 
graduate the amount neededforgiveness programs already 
for the remainder of these obli-in effect. 
gations.(The law school has a self-in­
The closer the participant isterest in implementing a loan 
to the maximum income levelforgiveness program. The pro­
(e.g., $30,000), the more he orgram will attract a more diverse 
she is expected to contribute tostudent body, thereby making 
his or her loan payments. If thethe law school more competi­
graduate works in qualifyingtive with all schools, and in par­
employment for a specifiedticular with those law schools 
period, his or her program loanthat currently have loan for­
is forgiven in whole or in part,giveness programs: University 
depending on the length of timeof Chicago, Columbia, Cornell, 
employed.Georgetown, Harvard, Michi­
gan, Northwestern, New York What can I do to help? · 
University, University of South­ The first thing you can do to 
ern California, Stanford, Uni­ help is take five minutes to fill 
versity of Virginia and Yale.) out the attached survey, and 
The following summary will place it in the box marked 
give you an idea of the specific "Loan Forgiveness Survey Re­
eligibility requirements usually sponses" in the mailroom. The 
in effect to qualify for loan for- bottom line question to answer 
giveness: in order to successfully imple­
(1) Eligible Graduates: Most ment a loan forgiveness pro­
loan forgiveness programs gram is "how much will it 
are open to graduates in at­ cost?" 
tendance at the time the While the answer to that de­
program was first imple­ pends upon many variables, 
mented, and all successive not all of which can be pin­
classes. pointed in advance, the infor­
(2) Eligible Employment: In the mation gathered on the survey 
vast majority of currently will help to come up with a 
existing programs, the ballpark figure that will help to 
graduate's employment formulate a strategy to over­
must be full time, law re­ come the biggest hurdle of 
lated, public interest (usu­ all-funding. 
ally non-profit and govern­ I will leave the survey re­
ment) work. sponse box in the mail room for 
(3) Eligible Income: Each pro­ a week. That should give every­
gram has a maximum in­ one plenty of time to respond. 
come level which the grad­ If you are interested in lend­
uate's salary cannot exceed ing a hand at any point during 
in order to remain in the the loan forgiveness program 
program. The maximum in­ campaign, indicate this in the 
come level is generally "Comments" section of the sur­
around $30,000. vey. 
New Faculty Appointments 
Candidates Interviewed 
by Damon Serota will most likely include labor re­
The Faculty Appointments lations, employment law, toxic 
committee continued inter­ torts, and feminist legal theory. 
viewing candidates last week Hopefully, she should be able 
while two previously inter­ to join us by the fall 1988 
viewed candidates accepted of­ semester. 
fers from the committee. Peter Pitegoff, currently in 
Minority candidates Rory practice in Massachusetts with 
Snowarrow Fausett (Native two attorneys, received his 
American) and Muhammad Juris Doctor from New York 
Kenyatta (Black) met with fac­ University School of Law in 
ulty and students soon after it 1981. He has worked as a com­
was announced that Lucinda munity organizer with such or­
Finley and Peter Pitegoff were ganizations as the Citizens Ac­
hired. tion League in Oakland and the 
Lucinda Finley, former asso­ National Association for the 
ciate professor of Law at Yale, .Southern Poor. 
graduated from Columbia Uni­ He comes from a law school 
versity School of Law with a that is a leading national center 
Juris Doctor degree in 1980. in the area of local, state and 
She was articles editor for Col­ federal intergovernmental rela­
umbia Law Review and re­ tions. Mr. Pitegoff was hired to 
ceived both the Samuel Rosen­ teach a clinic position in non­
man Prize for Academic Excel­ litigation legal work; all current 
lence and Public Service and clinics at the law school deal 
the Emil Schlesinger Labor Law with some aspect of litigation. 
Prize. _The clinic will most likely focus 
Her most recent prior em­ on some aspect of economic 
ployment includes working as development in Western New 
an attorney for the Washington, York and may also include a 
D.C. firm of Shea and Gardner small-business planning com­
and as a law clerk for a judge ponent. 
on the U.S. Court of Appeals. Rory Snowarrow Fausett re­
She is currently involved in two ceived an M.S. in fibre and 
research grants: one from the polymer chemistry from the 
Rockefeller Foundation to study University of Wisconsin in 1973 
gender and professional social­ and a J.D. from the University 
ization and the other from the of Wisconsin Law School in 
National Institute for dispute 1986. He served as a battlefield 
resolution in prospects or alter­ platoon company commander 
natives to litigation of toxic tort in Vietnam and was awarded 
disputes. 
Ms. Finley's teaching areas continued on page 15 
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Higher New York State Drinking Age Is Defended 
by Jeff Markello 
On January 18, 1988 
changed my mind. 
I had always thought that a 
legal drinking age of 21 was 
some kind of infringement on 
my individual civil rights. Now 
I've come to understand that it's 
all a matter of whose civil rights 
you're talking about. 
We've all said or at least 
heard it before ... "Hey, I'm old 
enough to be drafted to fight, 
let me drink." Is there any logic 
to this at all? I think not. 
The statistics are clear. Those 
states that have raised their 
legal drinking age to 21 have 
decreased the incidents of DWI 
and other drinking-related acci­
dents dramatically. Studies 
show that those people under 
21 are very high risk candidates 
for alcohol-related problems as 
well as accidents in general 
... just ask your car insurance 
agency. 
The argument continues 
with, "Don't let a few bad ap­
ples ruin it for the rest of us." 
The reality is that the few bad 
apples in the bushel carry with 
them too much potential dam­
age. The body of a 19-year-old 
male is typically full grown with 
powerful muscles. At the same 
time, his mind is still undergo­
ing transformations, develop­
ing, and learning as he con­
tinues his search for an identity 
and niche in our social struc­
ture. 
I hate to refer to someone 
under 21 as a mental midget, 
but unfortunately I'm afraid that 
there are some who still haven't 
learned social skills necessary 
to get along with others without 
imposing a physical element or 
a threat of violence. 
Well, here's my concern. Buf­
falo is New York State's second 
largest city and unfortunately 
the drinking age is one very im­
portant New York Statute that 
is totally ineffective in _Erie and 
Niagara Counties. As residents 
of these counties, we do not 
enjoy the potential benefits as­
sociated with an increased 
drinking age for the sole reason 
that Ontario is only a $.50 toll 
away. The legal drinking age in 
Canada is still 19. 
Some think that a lower 
drinking age is the answer to 
alcohol abuse because it would 
allow more teen-agers to ex­
perience drinking in a family 
setting which would lessen the 
aura so often associated with 
alcohol by our younger coun­
terparts. Those who subscribe 
to this point of view will often 
point to the European nations 
and note the more relaxed men­
tality that alcohol is approached 
with by their teen-agers. 
Well, I no longer buy that ar­
gument and have adopted a 
more cynical approach to the 
maturity of USA teen-agers. 
There would have to be broad 
sweeping cultural changes be­
fore we could start to align our 
attitudes and behaviors with 
those from Europe. 
I don't mean to generalize 
across the entire American 
population under the age of 21 
because I think this group in­
cludes plenty of good people 
with the maturity and self-con­
trol to drink a few social beers 
and have fun. Most of us are 
fully capable of handling our 
beer and enjoying good com­
pany in a civil manner. Unfortu­
nately, it only takes a few who 
let their beer handle them and 
use this as an excuse to release 
some anger and hostility on 
others (friends and strangers 
alike). 
The real issue involved here 
for those under 21 is not 
whether you can handle your­
self at a bar, but rather the fact 
that you cannot handle the rest 
of the strangers who are also 
sharing the same atmosphere. 
People tend to frequent bars in 
which they can find others like 
themselves. 
As most students know, bars 
in Fort Erie specialize in crowds 
under the age of 21. Do you re­
ally want to be jammed in a bar 
with a crowd of complete stran­
gers? Who are these other cus­
tomers? How mature are they? 
How much have they been 
drinking? Might they have anti­
social or violent predisposi-
tions? Can you trust them if 
your back is turned? Your safest 
answer is always to expect the 
worst from the other guy. Re­
member driver education 
class? How about the Boy Scout 
motto "Be Prepared." Take it 
seriously if you're in a crowd 
with any unpredictable indi­
viduals. 
Unfortunately, my cousin 
and his family learned these an­
swers the hard way, the hardest 
way of all. On January 18, my 
twenty-year-old cousin, Scott 
Hammond, died because he 
didn't anticipate the danger­
ousness of a drunk stranger. 
Seventeen hours prior to his 
death, Scott and some buddies 
were leaving a bar in Fort Erie, 
Ontario. It wasn't his fault that 
there were a few of the "bad 
apples" left out the door right 
behind them. The facts are sim­
ple. 
Scott was a large athlete with 
excellent coordination. 
Because he failed to even at­
tempt to break his fall in any 
way, one can infer that he was 
totally unsuspecting of foul 
play. 
Scott was hit in the jaw by a 
stranger's fist. 
He fell to the pavement with­
out cushion to his head. 
He suffered massive head 
and brain injuries that would ul­
timately take his life. 
He had had hardly anything 
to drink, in fact doctors claim 
that the amount of alcohol in 
his blood was not even measur­
able. 
His assailant was totally un­
provoked, and got away. 
continuedonp:.ge 15 
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What is the only essay writing 
course for the New York Bar Exam 
taught by an attorney formerly 
associated with the State Board 
of Law Examiners? 
The HBJ Essay Advantage;M 
taught by 
PROFESSOR LEONARD LAKIN. 
For more information, contact 
The HBJ Essay Advantage,™ 
415 Seventh Avenue, Suite 62 
New York, NY 10001 (212) 695-2439. 
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Law Review Selection Process Deemed Undemocratic 
by John J. Bonazzi 
It is time for the people on 
the sixth floor to reassess the 
process by which st1,1dents are 
selected for membership to the 
Buffalo Law Review. 
In fact, what I propose is that 
people no longer be selected; 
that they instead by given the 
opportunity to decide if it is 
something they wish to do. 
In short, it is time to make the 
Law Review a democracy. 
Presently, students are of­
fered associateships based on 
their grades and a writing com­
petition, or their paper alone. 
There are a number of prob­
lems with this. 
First and foremost, the factor 
most responsible for member­
ship - grades - is an unrel_i­
able one at best. As was stated 
in the last edition of The Opin­
ion, grades are based on 
exams, and do not accurately 
reflect the true measure of a 
student's accomplishment. 
That they are used as a basis of 
selection is illogical and unfair. 
Secondly, the writing compe­
tition held is a poor means of 
selecting a person for such a 
scholarly enterprise. The re­
quirements of Law Review en­
tail sophisticated analyses of is­
sues and high-quality, in-depth 
writing . 
However, what the writing 
competition demands is low­
quality journalism with an over­
reaching emphasis on getting 
your "product" to not exceed 
eight pages. Who can write 
something meaningful in eight 
wide-margined pages? The re­
sult is a "competition" to see 
who can cram the most mate­
rial onto the footnote pages. 
Despite the difficulty in writ­
ing a truly good paper, the 
grades-and-paper analysis of 
students is the one used to de­
termine who makes it and who 
doesn't. This is unfortunate, as 
many students with great 
scholarly, analytic, and writing 
abilities, but with only average 
grades, are denied the opportu­
nity to take part in the only 
scholarly activity in the law 
school. 
The solution is to open up the 
Law Review, what one student 
called "the last bastion of 
elitism at UB." Anyone desiring 
to participate in this scholarly 
undertaking, and willing to do 
the required work, would be 
eligible for membership. The 
membership would elect the 
editors. 
Students then could elect to 
take part in this worthwhile en­
deavor or put their time into 
another activity, such as a part­
time job or volunteer clerkship. 
The present system is one 
which fosters elitist snobbery 
and, more importantly, closes 
the Law Review off to the vast 
majority of UB law students. As 
part of the law school, it should 
be open to all who desire to 
make it an important part of 
their legal education. 
Let me make it crystal clear 
that the snobbery I refer to is 
systemic and not personal. I 
feel that most law reviewers are 
not only bright students, but 
good people as well. These fine 
students should not be faulted 
for the present system; al­
though they are part of it, they 
did not create it. 
Yet, it is troubling that these 
students with the power to 
change this sad policy on their If they do not consent to this Inability to take a test or put 
own are the ones who stand to willingly, then students should enough footnotes on a page 
gain most by retaining it. We demand thatthe administration should not render one ineligible 
must hope they will put what's and/or SBA change this policy for participating in a valuable 
best for the entire law school for them, so that all students educational exercise which de­
before what's bestforthem and wishing to develop their writing serves to be a part of the law 
their resumes. Law Review and editing skills and enhance school experience for all stu-
should be more than resume their legal education may do so. dents. 
fodder. 
Substance Abuse Certification in NYS 
The New York State Division stance abuse counselors will ment programs, drug-free out­
of Substance Abuse Services achieve wider recognition and patient and residential service 
(DSAS) today announced the acknowledgment of the vital providers; and community ser­
formation of a Certification Ad­ and often life-saving services vice agencies. 
visory Board to recommend they provide." The Certification Advisory 
policy and action on the de­ Martinez emphasized that the Board will be charged with: 
velopment of a certification certification system should be - reviewing issues and re­
process for substance abuse flexible, taking into account the search findings related to sub­
counselors in New York State. diverse backgrounds of person­ stance abuse counselor certifi­
nel in the substance abuse field. cation;An estimated 2,000 profes­
"It should also be in line with - developing a frameworksional substance abuse coun­
certification systems in other for a certification system, con­selors are currently employed 
states to ensure reciprocity and sistent with the guidelines de­by State-funded and propri­
enhance career mobility forcer­ veloped by the Certification Re­etary substance abuse treat­
tified substance abuse coun­ ciprocity Consortium/Alcoholment programs in New York 
selors," he added. and Other Drug Abuse, Inc., aState. 
national organization of stateSubstance abuse counselors
While no formal State certifi­ certification authorities; andprovide a variety of services in­
cation has yet been developed - developing plans for andcluding individual, group and
for these therapists, New York implementing a competency­family therapy to individuals
State has set minimal staffing based certification system thatwho enter treatment for sub­
qualifications for professional recognizes the accomplish­stance abuse and/or substance
counselors. Under the new Cer­ ments of personnel in the sub­dependence. Individuals may
tification Advisory Board, New stance abuse field and sets andbe treated in a drug-free outpa­
York State will begin the neces­ maintains standards for qualitytient, day service or residential 
sary steps to develop and im­ assurance.setting, or in a methadone
plement a formal certification The Division anticipates thatmaintenance or methadone-to­
for these professionals. the substance abuse counselorabstinence program.
DSAS Director Julio A. Mar­ certification system will be 
tinez said, "We are pleased that Members invited by Director functional within eight to 
we will be working closely with Martinez to participate on the twelve months after the first 
a group of New York State's Certification Advisory Board meeting of the Certification Ad­
most knowledgable and inno­ represent a diversity of organi­ visory Board on February 22, 
vative leaders in the human ser­ zations and disciplines includ­ 1988. New York State Senator 
vices field on this important ing educational institutions, Guy Velella and New York State 
project. It is our expectation mental health agencies, profes­ Assemblyman Eliot Engel will 
that in establishing a profes­ sional licensing organizations, serve as co-chairs of the Certifi­
sional certification system, sub- methadone maintenance treat- cation Advisory Board. 
The Marine Corps Officer Selection Team will be on campus TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23 in the 
Career Development Office to conduct interviews. If you would like to arrange for an interview, 
or would like more information, see Ms. Audrey Koscielniak in the Career Development Office 
or call us toll-free at 1-800-367-8762. 
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The Opinion Mailbox 
Recent Faculty State01ent Is Seen By S001e As Intolerant 
Tolerance, by definition, em­
bodies respect for ideas and 
statements one has a tendency 
to find objectionable. It does 
not necessarily entail accept­
ance, but simply enough re­
spect to allow oneself to exer­
cise the restraint necessary to 
refrain from attempting to ex­
cise the viewpoints of others 
from public discourse. 
That the faculty of this law 
school would unanimously en­
dorse a "regulation" with the 
express intent of chilling to the 
point of non-existence certain 
forms of speech under the 
guise of "tolerance," is at best 
misguided; we view it as an 
outrage. 
With this in mind, we endorse 
and submit (with his approval) 
the following analysis of the 
faculty "Statement Regarding 
Intellectual Freedom, Toler­
ance, and Prohibited Harass­
ment" by Thomas L. Jipping for 
the consideration of students 
and faculty alike. 
Kenneth D. Neeves, 
Third-Year Law Student 
James P. McClusky, 
Third-Year Law Student 
On October 2, 1987, the 
SUNY-Buffalo Faculty of Law 
and Jurisprudence unanimous­
ly passed a "Statement Regard­
ing Intellectual Freedom, Toler­
ance, and Prohibited Harass­
ment." 
The statement condemns 
"acts of harassment, intimida­
tion, and assault" and states 
unequivocally the faculty's 
commitment "to take strong 
and immediate steps against 
any and all such behavior." It 
would seem, as the statement's 
title suggests, that prohibiting 
such harassment would serve 
to enhance intellectual freedom 
and tolerance. 
Unfortunately, the statement 
contains much more. Beyond 
stating the faculty's commit­
ment to end unacceptable 
forms of conduct, the statement 
also declares the faculty's 
equally strong commitment to 
end unacceptable speech. This 
section of the statement should 
make all persons protective of 
First · Amendment values -
male and female, liberal and 
conservative - swiftly and 
openly reject it. 
This section states that "it 
should be understood ... that 
racist, sexist, homophobic and 
anti-lesbian, ageist and ethni­
cally derogatory statements, as 
well as other remarks based on 
prejudice and group stereo­
type, will generate critical re­
sponses and swift, open con­
demnation by the faculty, wher­
ever and however they occur." 
This intellectual litmus test 
exists because of the "responsi­
bility to promote equality and 
justice" that law students as­
sume when entering a law 
school, a responsibility that 
serves to temper "each stu­
dent's absolute right to liberty 
of speech." 
Aside from, the question of 
how an absolute right can be 
tempered in the first place, this 
statement begs several ques­
tions. The first is who will apply 
the litmus test, who will moni­
tor the content of their col­
leagues' speech. 
Since speech which goes 
awry will receive the faculty's 
condemnation, the fine print 
suggests that the faculty's judg­
ment will ultimately decide 
which remarks are forbidden. 
Will a student's report to a tac-
ulty member of hearing a po­
tentially insensitive statement 
be sufficient? 
The Opinion piece of De­
cember 1, 1987, was actually an 
editorial masquerading as 
news. Did you catch this part: 
"The faculty statement should 
be applauded and embraced by 
every student who believes in 
equality and decency"? Never­
theless, it did point out the am­
biguity of this litmus test's 
mechanics of application. 
The second question is what 
definitions this litmus test will 
contain. All the faculty state­
ment lists is labels which, when 
applied, will result in faculty 
condemnation. It seems to as­
sume that these labels have 
self-evident, not to say self-con­
tained, meanings. They do not. 
Such labels signalling punitive 
sanctions used to be consider­
ed, in the absence of any defini­
tions or guidelines, overbroad. 
The third question is where 
the faculty will apply this open­
ended, arbitrary litmus test. Ac­
tually, the statement provides 
some guidance here. It says the 
litmus test will operate "wher­
ever and however" the offend-
ich bar review 
really lays down 
the law? 
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ing remarks are made. The hall­
way? Norton cafeteria? The 
classroom? A student organiza­
tion meeting? The statement is 
quite clear - anywhere. 
The Opinion piece quotes 
Professor Charles Carr's clear 
emphasis on the classroom as 
a prime location for the attitudi­
nal censor to operate. He would 
go beyond the wide range of 
prohibited speech in the faculty 
statement and oppose even "a 
statement that shows some 
kind of insensitivity." What 
kind? How insensitive? Meas­
ured by whose sensitiveness? 
Fourth, against whom is the 
litmus test directed? Students 
only? Will the faculty enforce 
this statement on themselves? 
Can they be trusted to do so? 
Does their speech pass the lit­
mus test by definition? It might 
seem so since the Opinion 
piece quotes Professor Isabel 
Marcus's explanation that 
"something had to be said to 
the students." 
Nevertheless, I remember 
clear statements "based on 
prejudice and group stereo­
type" by professors against 
persons from certain geograph­
ical locations, members of cer­
tain religious groups, and the 
like. Apparently these state­
ments are not on the checklist. 
The statement has a catch-all, 
in-case-we-missed-anything 
phrase, "as well as other re­
marks based on prejudice and 
group stereotype," to prevent 
any stray comments from slip­
ping by the censors. Webster's 
defines "prejudice" as "an 
opinion, judgment, or evalua­
tion ... based on what seems 
valid to one's own mind." What 
comments, remarks, or other 
speech by anyone is anything 
but based on prejudice so de­
fined? 
Is itthe purpose of this faculty 
statement to force some indi­
viduals, in some situations, to 
express opinions or judgments 
based on what seems invalid to 
their mind (but perhaps valid to 
the faculty's)? Or does the fac­
ulty statement really mean the 
other part of Webster's defini­
tion: "a bias against a race, 
creed, group, or the like"? 
There is no way to tell wheth­
er the faculty statement in fact 
utilizes this more politically­
specific definition. This is but 
another example of labeling 
without definition. 
Here we have it, ladies and 
gentlemen: a remark made by 
a student in class - whether 
sincerely believed, used as 
rhetoric, or with a particular 
meaning in mind (the state­
ment does not allow for any 
such distinctions) - consider­
ed by the professor to be based 
on prejudice - using whatever 
definition of that term and 
applied with whatever criteria 
- will be swiftly and openly 
condemned. 
Can anyone doubt that this 
scenario should be included in 
Black's Law Dictionary as an 
example of the "chilling ef­
fect"? Can anyone doubt how 
such a hypothetical should be 
treated on a Con Law II exam? 
Can anyone doubt that such a 
situation could become reality 
under this faculty policy? 
This section of the faculty 
statement is an open-ended, 
content-based mechanism for 
the suppression of views and 
statements deemed inappro-
continued on page /4 
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Editorial 
"We Have To Start Somewhere" 
As noted in this issue's Guild Perspectives column, Gov­
ernor Cuomo's Executive Order 28 prohibits state agencies 
from discriminating on the basis of sexual orientation, and 
a SUNY Board of Trustees resolution demands "fair treat­
ment" of students and employees on SUNY campuses. 
Both of these policies, as author Morowitz points out, 
should support the adoption of a non-discrimination policy 
by the law school's Career Development Office and to a 
prohibition of on-campus recruitment by the Judge Advo­
cate General Corps of the U.S. Armed Forces, which openly 
discriminates against homosexuals. 
The law student body has been fighting the presence of 
JAG on campus for several semesters in an effort to help 
bring an end to sexual-preference-based discrimination. It 
is important now that the student body stand behind 
policies which promote non-discrimination and express 
strong disapproval for the unfair practices which the COO 
will allow to take place. Such discrimination is an unfortu­
nately widespread problem and is not confined to the prac­
tices of the JAG Corps. Blatant, although not physically 
violent, attacks on homosexuals within this student body 
took place a year ago and the scars from those attacks are 
still visible. 
In an effort to assure that this kind of revolting inhumanity 
does not take place again, the law school faculty drafted 
its "Statement on Intellectual Freedom, Tolerance and Pro­
hibited Harassment" which the above resolutions would 
tend to support, but which has come under some criticism 
in this issue of The Opinion. 
As with any formal resolution which addresses sensitive 
issues, there are problems with the faculty statement. How­
ever, it must be kept in mind that its purpose was not to 
stifle intellectual debate nor to prohibit the intelligent, re­
sponsible expression of opinions which, though sincerely 
felt, are not especially popular. The statement was drafted 
in response to a situation which was clearly problematic 
and extremely dangerous. Certain points of view and cer­
tain ways of life were being denounced, not by an expres­
sion of differing opinions, but by anonymous, angry and 
hurtful attacks. 
Differences of opinion expressed both inside and outside 
the classroom can be and are constructive means by which 
we can become better educated. Racist, sexist, homo­
phobic, ageist and ethnically derogatory attacks in any form 
can only lead to destruction and pain. The faculty has at­
tempted to draw some lines, a process which is inevitably 
fraught with difficulties. But putting an end to bigotry and 
discrimination has to begin somewhere, and the positive, 
constructive aspects of the faculty statement must not be 
overshadowed by its perceived shortcomings. 
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Faculty Statement Unconstitutional? 
by Frank Loss such conduct and to issue a speech? It worries me that our 
Last semester the law school warning that those responsible faculty can comfortably en­
faculty unanimously adopted a would be strictly disciplined. dorse this notion. I always 
Faculty Statement Regarding The statement also contained thought it best to encourage, 
Intellectual Freedom, Toler­ this troublesome passage. "By rather than temper, student ex­
ance, and Prohibited Harass­ entering law school ... each pression and discussion. 
ment. The statement was is­ student's absolute right to lib­ In the next sentence the fac­
sued in response to incidents erty of speech must also be­ ulty informs us exactly what 
involving harassment and come tempered ... by the re­ kind of speech does not prom­
threats against gay students sponsibility to promote equal­ ote equality and justice and that 
and feminist women on this ity and justice." they will decide when student 
campus. The faculty felt it Can equality and justice only speech should be tempered, 
necessary to officially condemn be achieved by limiting student stating "racist, sexist, homo­
phobic and anti-lesbian, ageist 
and ethnically derogatory state­End Undergraduate Bashing ments, as well as other remarks 
To the Editor: students gone crazy, but rather based on prejudice and group 
This afternoon, I read with in­ that it is the norm. Perhaps stereotype will generate .. . 
terest Derek Akiwumi's article rather than embarking on a swift [and] open condemnation 
on the "library crisis" (lions and crusade to eliminate those of a by the faculty, wherever and 
tigers and undergrads, oh no!) lower class (the non-degreed however they occur." 
before entering the law library people) from our fiefdom, we This ambiguous statement 
to do some studying. Upon as law students should first look provides little guidance to 
seating myself at a table on the to what we can do to make our those students who might wish 
second floor study area, I own community a better com­ to "temper" their speech. Is it 
counted fifteen persons, all but munity. In this way, we might always clear when a statement 
one of whom I know to be a law be able to end the "crisis" with­ is racist, sexist, homophobic or 
student, responsible for the din. out interfering with the primary anti-lesbian? I asked a student, 
Across from me was an under­ mission of the State University if during a Family Law class 
graduate quietly doing his math of New York - accessibility to someone commented, "A les­
homework. educational · services and bian parent should never be 
My experience does not lead facilities for all. awarded child custody over a 
me to believe that this was an Sincerely, heterosexual parent because 
isolated incident of a few law Kenneth D. Neeves the gay lifestyle is immoral and 
impairs healthy mental, emo­Insensitivity Must Be Abated tional and sexual develop­
Dear Editor: to mention frustrating) to have ment," would such a statement 
There are many reasons why to wait for someone else to walk be considered "anti-lesbian" 
people choose to attend the by in order to gain access to the and therefore subject to "swift 
University at Buffalo Law building. and open condemnation" by 
School. For myself, it was the The last of the problems I am the Professor? He could not 
commitment to social equality chronicling exists for students provide an answer and sug­
that I perceived to exist within as a whole, but particularly af­ gested that perhaps it was best 
the confines of this institution. fects those who are visually im­ not to say anything at all. 
But, as has become apparent to paired. To say that many of the Assuming that the above 
me in many areas, fiction can printed materials we purchase statement is "anti-lesbian," 
be separated from reality . are illegible would be an under­ should it be condemned in a 
The most glaring example of statement. For those who are classroom setting? It is possible 
this exists with regard to those visually impaired, this presents the student believed the state­
who are physically challenged. a special problem as total con­ ment to be true and perhaps it 
On the one hand, the Law centration is crucial when read­ was made with malice. On the 
School administration profes­ ing the required materials. other hand, maybe the student 
ses the great achievements that The insensitivity shown by knew it was a fallacy, but used 
have occurred in the fight many professors and staff is the statement to engage other 
against discrimination. Yet, on atypical of this institution as a students in the discussion or to 
the other hand, the administra­ whole. It takes very little to re­ hear responses to such an argu­
tion has only paid lip service in view one's supplementary ma­ ment. Should not the Jaw 
providing those who are physi­ terials and recopy those that are school encourage such debate 
cally challenged with the same hard to read. If the original is in in class? 
opportunities as those who are bad shape (a common excuse), Is it wise or even appropriate 
not. As a result, the physically many students would find it to allow the faculty the discre­
challenged must also fight the beneficial if the professor ex­ tion to dispense "swift and 
bureaucracy in order to obtain pended some energy and re­ open condemnation"? What 
the same education that is "al­ typed it so that the whole class would condemnatfon entail? 
legedly" guaranteed to all might benefit from the supple­ Do we trust the faculty's judg­
within the United States. mentary reading. ment about when speech 
The most blatant example of These are but a few of the should be "tempered" and con­
this institution's nearsighted­ many problems that exist for demned? Should we? Would it 
ness exists within the architec­ those who are physically chal­ not be more constructive to ask 
tural design of the first and sec­ lenged. Indeed, there are many professors to lead a discussion 
ond floor lecture halls. On the more, including restroom ac­ concerning the statement 
first floor only a sparse number cess, bus service, and the ticket­ rather than condemning it and 
of spaces in the last row are pro­ ing of handicapped vehicles. risk increasing student ap­
vided for those who need it. Much needs to be done to end prehension about talking in 
Since ramps are not provided, what I perceive to be a glaring class? 
these students are often cut off example of the inequity that still I do not wish to minimize the 
from the rest of the class and exists within our society. seriousness of the harassment 
may not even hear or see the I ask only that the Law School problem, nor the need for an 
lecture that surrounds them. and university administration effective policy to prevent 
The second floor lecture halls expend some energy so that harassment in the future. Stu­
were designed just as poorly. this problem may be solved as dents should be aware of the 
These same students must sit expeditiously as possible. The quoted passage, the questions 
below everyone else, as no administration knows it's in vio­ it raises and whether it is the 
desk space or ramps are pro­ lation of federal law, so what appropriate policy for this law 
vided. In effect, one must use other incentive could it be wait­ school. 
his or her lap as a desk. ing for in order to prevent a law­ Remember, the U.S. Su­
Students encounter another suit? preme Court recently ruled that 
obstacle when trying to enter Though I, and many others, a high school could censor stu­
or exit the building. Of-all the would like to practice our skills, dent newspaper articles which 
entrances to O'Brian Hall , only this should not be the issue nor conflicted with the school's 
the outer door of the southeast the place where they are tested. "educational purpose." Al­
entrance is mechanically sen­ The administration's blindness though it remains unclear 
sitized for those who require is curable. As many have over­ whether this principle could be 
additional assistance. come their physical disabilities applied to institutions of higher 
These specialized entrances in order to attend law school, education, what could happen 
are essential to people who are let us hope that the administra­ if the new dean or a majority of 
espe­physically challenged, tion opens its eyes and at­ the faculty felt a student rally or 
cially in a city when the days tempts to rectify a problem that an editorial in The Opinion con­
can be very windy and the en­ must be dealt with. flicted with the law school's 
trances are often iced over. It Christopher Reo duty to promote "equality" and 
can be very disheartening (not Law Student "justice." 
Res Ipsa Loquitor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . by Daniel lbarrondo 
A Month Is Not Enough For Tribute To Black An1ericans 
a little curiosity and yearning the electric lights and the tele­ sions and medicines. Drew. Involved in a car accident ".. . the color of the skin is in 
no way connected with for knowledge and understand­ phones on our corners, we can Benjamin Banneker (1731 - in 1950, Dr. Drew died because 
1806) was a surveyor on the six­ he did not receive immediatestrength of the mind or intellec­ ing we can dispel these myths all thank Lewis Howard Latimer 
tual powers . . . " and prejudices on our own, it is (1848-1928). Latimer was hired man team which helped design medical attention following the 
the blueprints for Washington, accident. Discrimination at 
who have explored America prepare blueprints for his new D.C. He selected the sites for the nearby whites-only hospitals 
Benjamin Banneker (1796) a time to acknowledge blacks by Alexander Graham Bell to 
U.S. Capitol building, the Treas­ did not allow him the bloodThis month, February, the na­ and toiled in her land. invention, the telephone. 
tion will be paying tribute to As we drive our cars and Latimer, a highly skilled ury building, the White House transfusion needed to save his 
black scientists, inventors and cross the streets, we take for draftsman, also improved the and numerous federal bu ild­ life . A directive from the War 
pioneers. It's a shame that we granted the everyday conveni ­ quality and life of the carbon fi­ ings. Department prohibited the mix­
only dedicate one month of the ence and safety provided by the lament used in the light bulb. Andrew Jackson Beard (1849 ing of blood from white donors 
year to commemorate blacks traffic light. Garrett A. Morgan This was probably his most im­ -c.1921 ), invented the "Jenny" with that of black donors. 
who have contributed im­ (1875-1963) invented the auto­ portant invention. He was able coupler used for securing ra il­ As we commemorate the 
road cars together. Many rail ­ contributions made by blacks, 
growth and development of came the forerunner of the streets of New York, office road men lost fingers, arms and let's pray that we are given the 
these United States. overhead and sidewalk traffic buildings and subways. hands before this invention . foresight to remember that we 
It's more of a shame that a lights that we use each day. Walking towards the super­ We cannot forget the contri ­ are all citizens of this great na­
bution made not only to the citi­
mensely to the foundation , matic traffic signal which be­ to bring electric lights to the 
vast amount of historical edu­ Mr. Morgan also saved the market we see those refriger­ tion. 
zens of the Un ited States, but Hopefully, we will avoid par­cation in our public and private lives of many workers with the ated trucks unloading the fruits 
schools ignores the contribu­ gas mask he invented when a and vegetables we love to eat to the entire planet by Dr. ticipating in the blunders of his­
tions that blacks have made to tunnel being constructed under throughout the year . Frederick Charles Richard Drew, inventor tory and expand on Dr. Drew's 
of the blood bank (plasma) . statement (following the Warour society. This lack of educa­ Lake Erie exploded. He was McKinley Jones (1892-1961) in­
Millions of lives have been Deparment's directive) thattion has created many myths summoned, along with his vented the refrigerated truck, 
which have permeated and brother, to save the trapped ship, railway car and airplane. saved thanks to the genius of "the blood of individual human 
continue to grow in the minds men. This mask also saved the He also invented the ticket dis­ this man. His invention con­ beings may differ by blood 
tinues to save the lives of our groupings, but there is no sci­of our youth and adults. lives of many of our soliders pensing machine used by 
While this is not an oppor­ who fought in World War I. movie houses and a special re­ families and friends . entific basis to indicate any dif­
tune time to dispel some of When we walk through our frigeration unit that would keep Like all the other black inven­ ference in human blood from 
these myths, for I trust that with streets at night and marvel at blood serum fresh for transfu - tors, history was not fair to Dr. race to race." 
Guild Perspectives .. .. . . ... .. . . .. ... . ... . . . ..... . ..... ... ...... . . . by Lisa Morowitz 
CDO Continues To Allow JAG Access To O'Brian Hall 
A letter was recently placed 
in the mailboxes of all first- and 
second-year students inviting 
an inquiry into the possibility of 
joining the Judge Advocate 
General (JAG) program of the 
U.S. Armed Forces. In specify­
ing the details of the program 
the letter left out one important 
point that we think is essential 
for you to be aware of before 
deciding whether to seek an in­
terview with JAG. The Judge 
Advocate General Corps has a 
public policy of discriminating 
against lesbians and gay men. 
Their open policy of employ­
ment discrimination is not one 
that is supported by the student 
body at the U.B. Law School, 
the Board of Trustees of the 
State University of New York, 
or the Governor. In 1983, the 
Governor issued Executive 
Order 28 prohibiting all state 
agencies from discriminating 
on the basis of sexual orienta­
tion. That same year the SUNY 
Board of Trustees, following 
the precedent set by the Gover­
nor, passed resolution 83-216, 
mandating fair treatment for 
students and employees on 
SUNY campuses. 
Specifically, the resolution 
provided that personal atti­
tudes, preferences or practices 
such as private expression or 
sexual orientation, should not 
be the basis of judgement or ac­
tion against students or em­
ployees. In addition, this week 
marks the one year anniversary 
of an SBA resolution calling for 
the Career Development Office 
to adopt a policy of non-dis­
crimination on the basis of sex­
ual orientation . 
Furthermore, at the begin­
ning of this academic year, the 
UB law faculty issued a state­
ment to students condemning 
all forms of racial, sexual, and 
sexual orientation harassment. 
To add even more fuel to the 
fire, on February 10 of this year, 
just several days ago, the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Ninth 
Circuit ruled the Army's ban on 
homosexuals as unconstitu­
tional. The Federal Court of Ap­
peals, in their decision, prohib­
ited a branch of the armed ser­
vices from excluding people on 
the basis of sexual orientation. 
The ruling was hailed as an im­
portant legal victory for homo­
sexual rights and it is one which 
we strongly endorse. 
Unfortunately, as of today, 
the Career Development Office 
has not been compelled by the 
administration, or taken it upon 
itself, to comply with the Board 
of Trustee resolution, Executive 
Order 28 or the SBA resolution . 
The National Lawyers Guild is 
calling for the Career Develop­
ment Office of the Law School 
to commit itself to a policy 
against discrimination in hiring 
practices, for the administra­
tion to ensure that such a policy 
is implemented and enforced, 
and for each and every student 
here to support such a policy 
and personally comply with it 
by refusing to interview with 
JAG. 
Such a policy would be keep­
ing directly in line with the re­
cent developments in the Fed­
eral Court of Appeals. It should 
be noted that this call does not 
involve any First Amendment, 
free speech violations. We are 
not attempting to el iminate the 
Armed Forces' right to speak 
here on this or any other issue. 
What we do want stopped is 
JAG's ability to utilize our 
monies, ourfacilities for recruit­
ing purposes. And in doing so 
•we would not be the first school 
to implement such a policy. 
More than a dozen universities, 
including Harvard, Yale, Col­
umbia and N.Y.U. have banned 
military recruiters from using 
placement facilities because of 
the military's refusal to comply 
with campus policies which 
prohibit discrimination on the 
basis of sexual orientation. 
The NLG has not yet formu­
lated its exact plans regarding 
the February 23 visit of JAG. We 
do plan on taking some form of 
action (be it direct or otherwise) 
on that day to express our dis­
dain for their discriminatory 
policies. Any action taken on 
the 23rd will not end our cam­
paign. We expect CDO to adopt 
a non-discriminatory policy by 
the end of this semester and 
will work toward achieving this 
end throughout the upcoming 
months. 
Until then your feedback is 
welcome, your assistance en­
couraged and your support 
necessary. The Buffalo Chapter 
of the National Lawyers Guild 
office is located in room 118, 
O'Brian Hall . 
SBA Briefs ... .. ......... . . . .. . ... . ... ... . . ... . ... . .. .. . by John Williams 
Williains Blasts Voting Practices OfClass Directors 
The importance of being con­ in compliance with SBA guide­ has chosen to disregard this equal protection . We can't go SBA and what it's all about, it 
sistent! For the last three years, lines. Groups that are not as concept. The question that I around changing the rules to should be disbanded. 
I have watched the SBA disre­ popular have tried to get fund­ have been struggling with is suit the needs of clubs or indi­ One thing that has been clear 
gard policies and procedures as ing for events or projects using why. v iduals that might deliver a per­ to me over the last three years 
if we were not a collective proper channels and have been Two conclusions come to son votes if that person were to is a blatant disrespect for un­
group of future lawyers. Some rejected by the SBA. The point mind : (1) SBA members see run for office. popular events, clubs, and indi­
may think that there is nothing that this article is trying to em­ their roles as ones of popular­ viduals harbored by the voting 
wrong with this philosophy. I phasize is the importance of ity. Many members over the If directors as well as officers members of the SBA. This dis­
would almost agree with those equal protection. past years have found it more don 't administer rulemaking respect is often reflected in the 
who harbor that view, but the " Equal protection" • is a important to be popular with and decisions with the overall way the SBA votes and how it 
history of the past three years phrase that needn't be describ­ certain groups at the cost of good of the entire student body, allocates its budget. 
has persuaded me not to ad­ ed for anyone reading this arti­ being unfair to the student we have robbed our constitu ­ If the student body is appall­
here to that philosophy. cle . For those of you who don't body. (2) People just don't know ents as well as ourselves. The ed by this article, make your 
I've witnessed popular groups know the exact meaning, you why they are on SBA. bottom line is that we are not class directors more responsi ­
or causes that receive funding can ~t least grasp the concept. I think that it is important that elected to be popular but to be ble to needs of all interests, 
for certain events that were not The SBA, in some instances, we get back to the concept of fair . If we forget why we are in popular or not. 
The "Right" View . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . by Kenneth Neeves 
The Right To Keep And Bear Arnts An Individual Right? 
The Second Amendment to 
the Constitution of the United 
States provides: "A well-regu­
lated militia being necessary to 
the Security of a free State, the 
right of the people to keep and 
bear arms shall not be in­
fringed ." Since recent history 
includes a recurrent call for 
"gun control," the precise 
meaning of this fundamental 
guarantee deserves some con­
sideration . 
Proponents of gun-control 
legislation often maintain that 
the Second Amendment en­
sures only that the individual 
States can maintain a militia ; 
that it is intended to ensure the 
continuation of the " National 
Guard ." This ignores both his­
tory and current reality . 
The Second Amendment was 
drafted by recent (17th and 18th 
Century) expatriates from the 
British Empire. During the 17th 
and 18th centuries, British his­
tory had seen recurrent legisla­
tion restricting the rights of in­
dividual citizens to own 
weapons and the confiscation 
of guns from Catholic citizens, 
who were seen as a threat to 
the state-supported church . 
On the western side of the At­
lantic Ocean, recent history had 
seen an amalgamation of pri ­
vate weapon-owners band to­
gether to free themselves from 
what was seen as an oppressive 
monarchy to which they paid 
taxes but over which they had 
little or no influence. The colo­
nial militia brought their guns 
from home. 
The current reality is that the 
National Guard cannot be con­
sidered a "militia ." The Na­
tional Guard is a quasi -federal 
continued on page 15 
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Appendix A 
Comments from SBA 
Suggestion Box: 
January 27-28, 1988 
Financial Aid/ 
Loan Forgiveness 
- "Financial aid - there 
MUST be full-time, non stu­
dent, financial aid coordinator." 
- "The financial aid office is 
mass confusion. I don't think 
they know what they are 
doing." 
- "I support the SSA's finan­
cial aid proposal. My financial 
aid was mishandled by Buf­
falo's financial aid staff every 
step of the way - and I was ac­
cepted very early and filed very 
early! If the school's not com­
mitted to getting a professional 
for next year, I plan to transfer 
to a law school with better ad­
ministrative and financial aid 
services." 
- "Financial aid is not ade­
quate in regard to loan process­
ing time which is ridiculously 
extended." 
- "A full-time financial aid 
advisor, for at least the first two 
months of the academic year. 
(sic) Full-time meaning one 
who works an eight-hour day." 
- "Christmas was depress­
ing . I went home and heard how 
well financial aid had been allo­
cated to my friends at other law 
schools. I checked back with my 
undergraduate law school ad­
visor and he had never heard 
of a law school botching finan­
cial aid so completely. First 
semester was crazy. Financial 
aid became my 6th course. This 
school put me and my family 
through an awful lotofgrief. I'm 
hoping the new dean will really 
change things here. But he'll 
have to do it fast. Bill Hart can't 
handle all these problems. The 
deans last semester - New­
house, Girth and Newell - said 
it was none of their business. I 
hope the new dean realizes 
you're not going to keep good 
students this way." 
- "The law school needs its 
own full-time financial aid of­
ficer, who has the time and the 
wherewithal to address the 
many foul-ups and difficulties 
of the aid process." 
- " I do not feel that 'loan for­
giveness ' is the way to address 
loan problems." 
- "In my own case, my GSU 
SLS application was delayed by 
the university process; it was 
then lost in Albany, (and be­
cause there was no full-time aid 
director here to help me track 
it, it took too long to pinpoint 
the problem) and then my re­
fund was returned to the bank 
by Student Accounts - which 
means I have to reapply for the 
loan for 2nd semester tuition. 
The situation is reprehensible ." 
- "One student I know 
couldn 't return to this school 
this semester mainly because 
of all the financial aid problems. 
Many of us have taken out addi­
tional loans because of the 
snags with processing the 
loans we 're due. One attraction . 
of this law school is its low tui­
tion but when the financial aid 
doesn't work, the cost for stu­
dents is just too high. " 
- " I would suggest that the 
SBA really push for a full-time 
financial aid person . I know 
many, many students here in 
the law school who have run 
into terrible incompetence. My 
friend, who left school this 
semester for financial and other 
reasons, was told by Bill Hart in 
the summer, not to bother ap-
plying for financial aid because 
she wouldn't get any. He later 
changed his position saying 
she could possibly qualify for a 
loan. She applied for a loan, and 
when she went to get an emer­
gency loan on that on Main St. 
campus, Isa Ortiz asked her why 
she hadn't applied for TAP. 
Turns out she was eligible for 
$700 TAP aid. Her forms have 
been endlessly fuddled and she 
has YET to receive her loan 
from her lending bank. End her 
story which she is no longer 
here to tell." 
- "I qualified for a graduate 
tuition waiver that I have yet to 
see. In August I was told Oc­
tober. In October, November. In 
November, December. In De­
cember, January, and now on 
January 25 I am told I shall hear 
how much I will receive, and re­
ceive it on Feb. 1, 1988. Need­
less to say, I'm not holding my 
breath." 
- "Someone also messed 
up my file - putting me down 
for an ALAS loan through a 
lending institution that didn't 
make them. The financial aid of­
fice kept telling me it was com­
ing. It never did, and now (in­
cluding the tuition waiver) I am 
over $1,200 short on my stu­
dent budget for the year. I am 
destined to run out of$$ for rent 
etc. sometime in March. I will 
either have to increase my work 
hours to 30 or so or reapply for 
another GSL (which will be very 
messy). Sorry to inundate you 
with such specific problems but 
it must be done for you to un­
derstand the scope and serious­
ness of this situation. For me it 
hasn't been really terrible like it 
has for some people. I've just 
been incredibly poor, frustrated 
and apprehensive." 
- "There are just too many 
law students for one part-time 
student financial aid advisor to 
deal with competently. Mis­
takes are bound to be made and 
from what I've heard, BIG mis­
takes have already been 
made." 
- "Come on SBA. Get on the 
ball, stop talking, and DO 
SOMETHING." 
- "We need a full -time finan ­
cial aid counselor who is avail ­
able to meet our needs and who 
is familiar with loan application 
measures AND trouble-shoot­
ing techniques for when one 
encounters financial applica­
tion difficulties. We need a 
counselor who knows answers 
and can make referrals. The cur­
rent counselor was not able to 
answer any of my questions, re­
solve any of my problems or 
make any referrals as to whom 
I should contact. An Interna­
tional Education Counselor 
suggested I contact Tony Caito 
at Main Street, not the law 
school counselor." 
- "I strongly favor loan for­
giveness for people going into 
public interest law. I have bor­
rowed $15K just for law school. 
I shudder to think of those who 
are also in debt for undergrad 
work. When can they do any­
thing other than head for the 
money. They really have no 
choice." 
- " Please do something 
about the financial aid situation 
here at the school. Bill Hart can­
not answer questions, is very 
lim ited on time, and never gets 
back to you when he says he 
will . My whole aid package has 
had terrible problems. I hear it 
from everyone. We really need 
a real financial aid person. We 
have too many students and 
just Bill Hart. This, in my opin­
ion, more than parking, is the 
best issue the SBA could work 
on . This concerns almost all law 
students in one way or another. 
If we don't get the $$ to come 
here, and consequently can't 
come here we don't have to 
worry about parking our cars, 
do we???" 
- "Problem: financial aid 
1) Loan check mailed by bank 
12/1/87 
2) "Never received" by UB 
3) I had to cancel check 
4) I must wait for a form from 
bank; I must sign it, the school 
must sign it and send it back to 
the bank. 
5) Bank "will" send a check. 
6) I was told this would take 
a "couple of weeks." 
7) I'm still waiting (1 /25/88) 
8) Bill says the problem hap­
pened to a lot of people. (Well 
2 or 3 at least.) He is writing me 
a letter for the bursar." 
- "Please let the dean know 
that law students are being hurt 
by the Main Street office." 
- "Re: Financial aid for out­
of-state students 
I strongly believe that if a 
school, any school, wishes to 
spread its reputation it must at­
tract a diverse student body -
such diversity includes geo­
graphical diversity. Although 
UB is a relatively inexpensive 
law school, such a fact doesn't 
mean that the school should 
overlook the financial aid of its 
out-of-state students. For 
example, every year I qualify for 
the maximum TAP & SUSTA 
awards. However, if I wanted to 
take advantage of these pro­
grams I would be forced to be­
come a N.Y. state resident. Fur­
thermore, according to SUNY 
guidelines an out-of-state resi­
dent must wait at least a year 
before he/she can even begin 
the process of applying for resi­
dency. The challenge, as I see 
it, is to come up with programs 
to attract out-of-state students 
without forcing them to dis­
claim their hometown "roots." 
This means coming up with 
programs that would provide 
the funds that SUSTA & TAP 
provide for in-state students. 
Also don't forget that out-of­
state students pay at least 
$1,000 more a semester in tui­
tion." 
- " I did not experience an 
actual delay in having my appli­
cations for student loans pro­
cessed nor was my check late 
enough to cause me financial 
difficulty. However, I feel that 
this was due to my own ability 
to f igure out what to do to apply 
for these loans, and not due to 
any actual assistance I received 
from the financial aid officer at 
UB Law School." 
- "I received a number of 
statements of advice from Bill 
Hart which I can only describe 
as misinformation. In particu­
lar, he was wrong in his state­
ments to me about what types 
and what amounts of financial 
aid I would be eligible for based 
upon my income for 1986. He 
was unaware of the correct 
cutoff after which students with 
certain amounts of income 
would no longer be eligible for 
TAP or SUSTA awards. This 
would seem to me to be one of 
the most basic pieces of infor­
mation that a financial aid of­
ficer should know." 
- "My feelings are that the 
nature of the position (as a stu­
dent position with part-time 
hours - hours that are not con­
venient to fellow students) will 
not serve the purpose that the 
law school may have in creating 
the position . It is not helpful to 
the law school body in general 
nor to individual students to 
have the most fundamental 
position for financial aid filled 
by a student who changes 
every year. This position should 
be re-created to be filled by a 
non-student with a thorough 
knowledge of financial aid who 
can create a schedule which is 
more convenient to students, 
and who can remain in the pos­
ition from year to year. The pre­
sent position as it stands is not 
fair to students and not fair to 
the person who must fill it." 
Registration 
by John Bonazzi 
INTRODUCTION 
We, the students at the 
SUNYAB Law School, feel that 
the present registration process 
is seriously flawed and in need 
of much attention by the law 
school administration. It is our 
position that the registration 
process warrants far more than 
a "retooling"; rather, a com­
plete reworking of the present 
inadequate system is in order. 
While the registration went a 
bit smoother this semester, it 
was not without its problems. 
We seek to have these prob­
lems addressed by the appro- ' 
priate parties on the third floor. · 
To that end, a list of these prob­
lems follows. 
AREAS OF CONCERN 
Spring Registration. It is not 
by coincidence that this issue is 
mentioned first. Registration 
for the fall semester must cease 
to be conducted during the 
summer months. There are a 
number of problems associated 
with summer registration . 
Students woulud like to leave 
for the summer knowing in ad­
vance in what courses they are 
enrolled. This permits the stu­
dent - particularly the first­
year student - to consult with 
upperclass students on course 
advisability and professor qual­
ity issues. Also, the student re­
quires some direction for his or 
her summer work experience. 
Lastly, the inevitable last-min­
ute "surprises" can then be 
worked out in an orderly, con­
trolled manner - quite unlike 
the present scenario where a 
few students must attempt to 
address serious problems 
while the rest of the school at­
tempts to add/drop. 
If registration for the fall 
semester were to, instead, be 
conducted two weeks prior to 
the end of classes (approxi­
mately the first week in April) 
then the registration forms 
could be processed during that 
time and student schedules 
made available prior to or dur­
ing final exams. Students could 
then address any problems 
prior to leaving town for the 
summer, as opposed to the first 
day of classes when they re­
turn. This, at a minimum, must 
be changed. 
Preregistration. A & Rshould 
conduct a preregistration prior 
to the actual registration effort 
in order to assess the demand 
for classes and make course 
changes accordingly. Present­
ly, there are far too many 
classes which are heavily over­
subscribed . Great numbers of 
students are being shut-out of 
classes needlessly and having 
to enroll in classes which lack 
appeal and interest. Accurately 
anticipating this and making 
the appropriate efforts to ac­
commodate the actual, rather 
than the perceived, needs of the 
students should go a long way 
in correcting the present unac­
ceptable situation . 
Shut-outs. Presently, stu­
dents who register for the al­
lowable four classes and re­
ceive a schedule which lists less 
than four courses are not al ­
lowed to re-register. These stu­
dents must attempt to add up 
to four courses just to get the 
number of classes everyone 
else already has. Of course, the 
potential to obtain even a mar­
ginally satisfactory schedule is 
virtually non-existent. There 
appears to be no valid reason 
why these students are so 
curtly refused the opportunity 
to be in the same position as 
their peers prior to the drop/add 
onslaught. This policy, too, 
must be corrected. 
The Drop/Add Process. The 
thrust of the problem here is 
that A & R simply has no real 
control over the registration 
process. None of the folks in 
A & R seem to have the infor­
mation one would expect them 
to have. 
Prior to this semester, no one 
knew at any time which courses 
were filled, how many persons 
were on waiting lists, etc. In 
fact, there were - and still 
are - no waiting lists. This 
semester, there was a sheet 
posted at the end of some days 
detailing the status of each 
class. This modest beginning is 
quite welcome, but desperately 
needs to be expanded upon. 
There should be a system 
which allows for the actual 
status of each course to be 
available to students at any 
time. The most pressing prob­
lem in the whole registration 
process is that students hang 
on to courses far longer t,t,an 
necessary, due to their inability 
to get into the course(s) they ac­
tually want. Designing a system 
which gives the student as 
much information as possible 
is the most sensible solution to 
this, for the student would then 
be aware of the potential to add 
into a particular course. This 
knowledge renders it more like­
ly that the student will then 
make a decision to drop or keep 
a particular course which, in 
turn, will free up courses for 
others, allowing them to drop 
other courses in order to add 
into available ones, etc. 
The key to such a system is 
accurate information. This will 
necessarily involve adding to 
the present system. We pro­
pose two means of doing this. 
First, the computer system 
should be expanded. More ter­
minals would be a nice start. 
Also, more work-study stu­
dents should be hired to work 
at these extra terminals. The 
present single line is simply in­
excusable. 
If fiscal limitations prevent 
A & Rfrom acquiring additional 
terminals, even on a three-week 
" loaner" basis, we then pro­
pose that A & R work with the 
Student Bar Association in en­
listing stsudent volunteers in 
setting up a table on which cur­
rent, up-to-date course infor­
mation would be displayed. 
The key here is that some proc­
ess must be established which 
involves maintaining the accu­
rate status of all courses at all 
times. There are more than 
enough students willing to vol­
unteer their time in order to end 
the present drop/add schizo­
phrenia. 
Furthermore, if using the uni­
versity registration system pre­
sents difficulties such as not al­
lowing for a spring registra-
continued on page 13 
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Off The Court . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . by Andrew Culbertson 
Bizarre Ritual Holds Powerless Students Spellbound 
Love it or hate it, you can 't About a minute later, Andre you otherwise. able odds, only to snatch vie-- with his patented sleep hold, he 
deny the utter preposterous- threw the " Hulkster" to the mat, Since it isn't real, then, why tory from the jaws of defeat. On proceeds to cut their hair. 
ness of professional wrestling. and attempted to pin him. Al- watch it? This is a question that some occasions, matches be- The Honky Tonk Man, who re-
Those of you who happened to though it appeared that Hogan I've been asked on numerous come patriotic battles, pitting sembles Elvis Presley, enters 
watch the Main Event on Feb- managed to break the pin, the occasions, but one that I have someone like Hogan (a self- the ring playing a guitar and 
ruary 5, know exactly what I'm referee felt otherwise, and the never given much considera- proclaimed "Real American " ), dancing to rock-a-billy music. 
talking about. Professional championship changed hands tion. However, for all the people against the Iron Sheik (an Iran- He's also been known to smash 
wrestling hadn't been shown for the first time in four years. who have asked themselves the ian), or Nikolai Volkoff (a Rus- his guitar over an opponent's 
on prime time television in 33 This, however, was when the same question, I've come up sian who sings the Russian Na- head. 
years, and the powers that be real fun began. with three basic reasons. tional Anthem before every Juvenile, you say? Perhaps, 
in the WWF (World Wrestling Immediately following the First of all , professional match). but so what. The bottom line is 
Federation) wanted to give the decision, two referees were ar- wrestling is a classic example Fake or not, many people get that it is entertaining, and the 
audience something to re- guing in the ring. What was sur- of the on-going struggle be- caught up in the good-versus- fans love it. 
member. prising was that they could tween good and evil. Wrestlers evil plot, and find it very satisfy- Finally, as unreal as wrestling 
The highlight of the program have been twins. As it turned in the WWF are grouped into ing when the good guy beats may be, many of the wrestlers 
was the match-up between out, Andre's manager, Ted Di- two categories: good guys and the bad guy. And, believe it or are tremendous athletes. To 
WWF Heavyweight Champion Biase, had replaced the sched- bad guys. Notable "bad guys" not, there are a few people who th is extent, it' s enjoyable to 
Hulk Hogan (affectionately uled referee, Dave Hebner, with include King Kong Bundy, the actually enjoy watching the bad watch them execute body-
known as the "Hulkster" ), and an exact look-alike. Evidently, Honky Tonk Man, and Andre guys w in on occasion. slams, pile-drivers, and sup-
Andre the Giant, a man-moun- Di Biase had bought off the look- the Giant. Another reason why people !exes, just to mention several 
tain who stands at 7'5", and alike referee to render a deci- Among the " good guys" are enjoy watching wrestling is un- popular moves. 
weighs 520 pounds. Although sion in favor of Andre. such stars · as Hogan, Randy doubtedly due to the characters Other people enjoy some of 
Hogan is a giant in his own right The tilvo referees proceeded "Macho Man" Savage, and the involved. A few choice exam- the more primitive aspects of 
(6'8", 300 pounds), he seemed to fight, and the real Dave Junk Yard Dog. As a rule, a pies are Jake "The Snake " Rob- professional wrestl ing . These ,... 
to be at an obvious d isadvan- Hebner was thrown out of the "good guy" never fights a erts, Brutus "The Barber" Beef- include hitting your opponent 
tage. ring by the impostor. At this "good guy, " and a "bad guy" cake, and Honky Tonk Man. with various foreign objects 
True to his reputation , point the " Hulkster," never a never fights a "bad guy," al- Jake "The Snake," true to his (chairs, canes, megaphones, 
though, the " Hulkster, " who good loser, lifted the imposter though it's common for a wres- name, owns a large python etc.), th rowing your opponent 
has been champion for the past over his head and hurled him tier to start off as a " bad guy" named Damian. After knocking out of the ring, and slamming 
four years, came out strong. at least 15 feet through the air. and become a " good guy," and out an opponent w ith his devas- your opponent's head against 
About ten m inutes into the Conveniently he landed right vice-versa. tating DDT maneuver, Jake the concrete floor outside of the 
match it looked as if the cham- on top of Di Biase. The " bad guys" are generally drapes Damian over the uncon- ring. Such antics are especially 
pion would win . However, as Bizarre, you say? Definitely. portrayed as despicable crea- scious wrestler. Needless to popular when the battered 
Hogan pinned the Giant to the Unusual? Not really, consider- tures, who chastise interview- say, th is tends to wake up his wrestler is one of the "bad 
mat, the referee conveniently ing that it happened in the ers, insult the fans, and fight opponent quite quickly. guys." 
hadhisbackturnedandwasun- WWF. By the way, for all the dirty. The " good guys," on the Brutus Beefcake earned his Professional wrestling has 
able to administer a three-count people who think professional other hand, are made to come nickname, "The Barber," due to traditionally been scoffed at by 
(which ends the match in favor wrestl ing is real , I hope that this across as true champions, men his tonsorial prowess. After he "true" sports fans, who de-
of the pinner) . brief scenario has convinced repeatedly facing insurmount- puts his opponents to sleep continued on page 15 
Take Two . .. . . . by Tom Gagne 
Bloom's New Book Filled with Pervasive Sense ofPanic 
rarely looked at twice. There seems to be an unwar­ terprise) . Yet Bloom 's twist on its current point is its greatest Even so, what of democratic 
Bloom contends that as a re­ranted tendency among many this dichotomy resides in his virtue and vice, that, in short, values? Surely these have 
sult of all t his scient ification andcultural commentators to em­ fearthat science has finally won there is always an opposite some substance. Bloom argues 
ideological fact ional ism weploy crisis rhetoric in their work. the war between these two point of view. Ph ilosophy, t hat besides the fact that most 
have lost a common ethical Allan Bloom, in his 1987 pub­ poles of thought. Bloom argues, is above all a of us feel powerless to effect 
front. Philosophy and the rest lish ing sensation The Closing of He makes a powerfu l case. meditat ion on becom ing and is political change, cap ita list 
of the humanit ies, although rid­the American M ind, is no ex­ Since its inception, science has al ien to our modern obsession democracy has itself contri­
dled w ith doubt, have neverthe­cept ion . His major t hesis th_at bu ilt our world, both litera lly wi th w hat can make us comfort­ buted to the fractionalization of 
less always been the seats of liberal educati on is fading fast and in how w e view it. The catch able here and now. values in society and in the uni­
moral inquiry. The Socratic because American un iversities word fo r science has been Moreover, as science has versity. 
problem of "What is t he besthave not retai ned a proper crit­ " progress, " no matter how ar­ spewed forth wonder after W here "equa lity" reigns su­
life to lead?" is still relevant toical distance from several soci­ guable the point may be. We wonder (and terror after terror), preme, Bloom says, no way of 
philosophy. Science can makeetal t rends is a warning we live in a society with a science­ philosophy of the old school, thinking dare assert itself as 
no such claim. The scientist en­must not pass by lightly, yet it created standard of living e.g., value-discovering philos­ better than another. Hence 
deavors to reach his conclu­hardly excuses the book's per­ which even for the "lower class­ ophy died out two generations America's staggering conglom­
sions and prove his hypothesesvasive sense of panic. es" would have been unimagin­ ago with the existentialist. In eration of equally valid lifes­
in what generally amounts toMr. Bloom argues that the de­ able a century ago. Not that we other words, philosophy has tyles and beliefs where none 
an ethical vacuum. His concern
mise of classical liberal studies are not faced dai ly with images said that it can find no certain, emerge as truer or wiser than 
II is with results . The long-rangecan be traced to educational of homeless and hungry Amer­ inherent values, that all values the rest. This is in turn reflected 
moral and societal implications
planners' general lack of a un­ icans, but that for the majority are relative. Pick and choose in the university where stu­
of his work seldom enters hisified vision of what a university of us, material existence has in your beliefs as you see fit, un­ dents have an equally bewilder­
thinking.
should actually do. fact been eased by science. critically, even whimsically. ing selection of courses and 
Bloom of course acknowl­
This theoretical muddle can Along with much silent faith There is no "world" out there curricula. 
edges such scientists as Hansitself be understood as result­ in the "progress" of science - to live in. We must, like the art­ In the face of such variety, 
Bethe and Andei Sakharov whoing from at least three signifi­ its ability to cure our ills, even ists, create our own. however, people still yearn for 
have made valiant efforts in the 
cant societal trends today's the ills which it creates itself - Even so, what of democratic a hub to the world, no matter 
field of scientific responsibility.
educators must consciously re­ is our shared belief that sci­ values? Surely these have sub­ how many spokes radiate out­
Yet he implies that such scien­
11 sist if they are to produce the ence's standards of rigor and stance. Bloom argues that be­ ward. And that hub is science. 
tists are the exception rather
desired university, universally proof are the only legitimate sides the fact that most of us If it is "scientific" it is "good." 
than the rule. For the most part,
11 educated person . ways to extract reliable knowl­ feel powerless to effect political Accordingly, other disciplines 
science is not guided by ethics, edge from the world. As op­ change, capitalist democracy in the university have, over theThey are, first, science's for ethical concerns are not inposed to a philosophical con­ has itself contr ibuted to the years, gradually adopted a sci­domination of nearly all the dis­ he rent to the scientific methor:.clusion, a scientific conclusion fractionalization of values in so­ entific approach.ciplines, second, the rise of vo­ So Bloom asks the quest:on:can be tested, and if proven ciety and in the university.cational ism, and third, the flac­ We no longer have political if science is structurally un::iblefalse, be trashed . At least one philosophy, we have politicalcid, anything goes attitude of Where equality is the pass­ to police itself, and if philo­
curriculum planners. hopes that scientific honesty science. We have the burgeon­word, Bloom says, no way of sophy is intellectually crippledwill protect us from shams and ing fields of the social sciences Taken as conspiratorial bul­ thinking dare assert itself as and in disrepute, where do weshysters.lies, these educational realities better than another. Hence - sociology, behavioral psy­ turn to pose the problem of 
could appear overwhelming, With philosophy, art and liter­ chology and economics - allAmerica's staggering conglom­ what is the proper course of ac­
ature, conclusions will always devoted to scientific-style in­could indeed appear to be a call eration of equally valid lifestyle tion to take?
remain below or, if you will, quiries. Even the study of liter­to humanities departments beliefs where none emerge as Bloom's solution to this di­
above proof. Mr. Bloom cor­ ature has jumped aboard theacross the country to consider truer or wiser than the rest. This lemma involves a restoration of 
taking off their gloves. Yet if rectly asserts that philosophy is in turn reflected in the univer­ scientific bandwagon claiming philosopt>y's historical concern 
these trends are dealt with indi­ can never point to the world sity where students have an that language can be reduced for ethics so as to return the uni­
vidually, they lose much of their and say with certainty that this equally bewildering selection to a series of linquistic for­ versity (and ultimately society)
toothsomeness, if not their very or that is eternal, that this or of courses and curricula . mulae. No longer is there any to, it seems to me, a somewhat 
real threat to the status of the that is a constant; as, say, a sci­ serious concern for what litera­In the face of such variety, Kantian wholeness, e.g., where
entist who predicts with accu­ ture can tell us about longing,humanities - philosophy, art, however, people still yearn for scientists and ethical human­
religion and literature. racy, years in advance, the pos­ morality, revelation or society.a hub to the world, no matter ists work together to solve our 
The first trend, the scientifica­ ition of a star. how many spokes radiate out­ Literature is the linguistic way problems. But then the ques­
tion of thought, is Bloom's Philosophy has itse lf long ward. And that hub is science. we talk about these things. tion becomes - is such a syn­
recognized its dialogical nature,modern translation of the age­ If it is "scientific" it is "good." Philosophy too has succumb­ thesis possible? This, along
old tension between science that eternalities quickly become ed to science. Logic, long an in­Accordingly, other disciplines with the rest of Bloom's diag­
temporalities, that truth and de­and philosophy (and Bloom in the university have over the tegral facet of philosophy, now noses and fears, will be consid­
represents philosophy as the ception are opposite sides of years gradually adopted a sci­ totally informs it. Intuitive leaps ered in the next part of this re­
representative humanistic en- the same coin, that doubt about entific approach. not logically grounded are view. 
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If You Want to Learn Why More than 2 out of 3 New York Bar Exam Candidates 
Last Su1nn1er Did NOT Take Pieper... 
Take This Pieper Multiple-Choice 
;Bar Examination' 
BAR/lfRI affords each student 
the opportunity to write and have 
12 essays individually graded and 
critiqued by New York attorneys. 





Answer: (d) 8 
BAR/BRI students who are not 
successful on the bar exam pay 
$275 to repeat the course. Until 
recently Pieper repeaters got free 
repeots. Now Pieper people who 





Answer: (d) $450 
BAR/BRl's live morning and 
evening classes are located con­
veniently near Times Square. The 
Pieper course, live in the evening 
only, is "conveniently" located at: 
a) Grand Central Station 
b) Penn Station 
c} Times Square 
d) Far lower west side 
Answer: (d} Far lower west side 
In BAR/BRI, if a lecturer is ill, 
students I islen to a substitute lec­
turer. In the Pieper course, if 
Pieper is ill or unavailable, stu­
dents must listen to: 
a) A substitute lecturer 
b) A substitute videotape 
c) A videotape from a prior 
course 
d) An audiotape from a prior 
course 
Answer: (d) An audiotape from 
a prior course 
Most BAR/ BRI courses are on 
videotore in non-live sessions. 
BJ\R/DRI uses color videotape. 
The Pieper course uses: 
a) Color video 
b) Black and white video 
c) Audiotape cassette 
Answer: (c) Audiotape cassette 
BAR/ ORI lectures are taught by 
more than 18 professors, each an 
expert in his or her particular sub­
ject(s) as they are tested on the 
New York bar exam. The Pieper 
course is taught by: 
a) 18 professors 
b ) 10 professors 
c ) 5 professors 
d ) 1 professor 
Answer: (d) 1 professor 
BAR/BRl's Q & A Clinic™ utilizes 
more than 35 attorneys, all mem­
bers of the New York bar, avail­
able to answer any questions and 
work with you from the time the 
bar review course begins through 
the bar exam. The Pieper course 
relies on: 
a) 35 attorneys 
b) 25 attorneys 
c) 10 attorneys 
d) 1 attorney 
Answer: (d) 1 attorney 
BAR/ORI provides students with 
more than 90 sample New, York 
essays, all with model answers. 





Answer: (d) 20 essays and 
answers 
BAR/ BRI provides students with 
more than 1150 multistate ques­
tions, all with model answers. The 





Answer: (d) 500 multistate 
questions 
This Information is Brought to You by 
BAR REVIEW 
The Bar Review That Cares About You. 'M 
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Concerns . . from page I 0 nancial, human and other re­ registration. Also, registration get curriculum "left-overs." registration system. The ad­
sources create limitations on must not be held so late in the Scheduling. While it was ministration should publicize 
tion or keeping A & R informed the practical realization of this semester - certainly not the probably a one-time problem, this fact. 
about class status, then the law 
school should opt for a truly au­
tonomous computer registra­
tion system which presents no 
such obstacles. 
Equal Opportunity to Regis­
ter. Students are evidently 
being registered by alphabeti­
cal order. Only seven second­
year students were admitted 
into the heavily over-subscrib­
ed course "Gratuitous Trans­
fers," and all seven were stu­
dents with last names begin­
ning with "B," "C," or "D." 
This system just is not fair to 
students with names beginning 
with letters at the end of the al­
phabetical order. In order to 
have a truly equitable system, 
as well as encourage early re­
turn of registration forms, stu­
dents should be registered in 
the order in which they return 
their registration forms. Again, 
if the present computer system 
will not allow this, then the ad­
ministration should seriously 
explore an autonomous system 
which will. 
Registration Freedom. Stu­
dents feel strongly that, as a 
basic maxim, they should not 
be prevented from taking any 
course they wish to. While it is 
understood that the lack of fi-
ideal, students also feel that not 
enough is being done to move 
in this direction. Too many 
courses are closed out too 
quickly, there are not enough 
courses in areas where there is 
a great student interest, and 
there are too many "fringe" 
courses where there is little stu­
dent interest. Perhaps by in­
stituting a preregistration pro­
gram, the administration will 
gain the information necessary 
to overcome the obstacles to 
the above-stated maxim. 
Advance Notice. Last semes­
ter, students were given three 
days notice of registration . 
Most students did not know the 
registration process was under­
way until the very day it began. 
As many students were leaving 
town for the Thanksgiving 
break, they needed to get their 
form in that same day or they 
would not have met the dead­
line due to their late return to 
town. Also, registration was 
held during the last week of 
classes, which encompassed 
the Thanksgiving break, giving 
little time to students for 
thoughtful consideration of 
their schedule. 
Students must be given 
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Varying Course Times and 
Professors. Certain courses are -presently taught by only one 
professor. There are certain 
problems associated with this. 
First, there are students who 
are interested in a particular 
subject matter. They would like 
to take a course in that area, but 
have deep reservations about 
committing their time and 
energy to a course taught by a 
professor whose teaching abil­
ity is suspect. Usually, the stu­
dent need only wait until the 
course is taught by a different 
professor. With some courses, 
however, that is not possible. 
An effort should be made by 
the administration to have 
courses taught by different in­
structors to the extent that pol­
icy, administrative require­
ments, and instructors' needs 
allow. 
Also of concern is the time 
such courses meet. Some stu­
dents are prevented from tak­
ing classes they want because 
of conflicting personal de­
mands, such as work sched­
ules. This is particularly true of 
parent-students. By having 
other instructors teach a course 
occasionally, they will not have 
the same time limitations. 
Good examples are Insurance 
Law, Estate Planning, Legal 
Rights of the Handicapped, and 
Gratuitous Transfers. 
A good example of such a 
change is the present Evidence 
class. Mr. Birzon teaches that 
class, always at 8:00 a.m. on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays, due 
to his law practice. If a student 
were to desire another profes­
sor, or if the early starting time 
were too great an inconveni­
ence, the student has the op­
portunity to take that course 
with other professors who 
teach it. For classes which are 
not taught by two different pro­
fessors, such as Insurance Law, 
it is suggested that either 
another professor be allowed to 
teach the course every other 
time it is offered, or that an ad­
ditional course be offered every 
other year, which would not af­
fect current agreements with 
existing faculty. 
Credit Reviews at Gradua­
tion. This is currently a hot topic 
of discussion among third-year 
students. Presently, students 
have their credits and residency 
status reviewed during their 
very last semester in school. 
This, of course, presents the dif­
ficulty of students not having 
the opportunity to correct a po­
tentially unfortunate situation 
- such as not graduating -
during his or her last semester 
at school. It just makes sense 
to conduct this review prior to 
registration time for the spring 
semester. Reviews during the 
month of October would do the 
trick. Also, a fuller explanation 
of the residency requirements 
during the beginning of the fall 
semester would be especially 
helpful to third-year students, 
so that they may review their 
status on their own. 
A & R Service. There are 
primarily two problems in this 
regard: lines and hours. As indi­
cated previously, the present 
system allows for just one line 
for drop/add requests. This is 
, unacceptable. Something -
preferably the addition of two 
more terminals - must be 
done about this. 
Also, the hours during the 
drop/add period are the same 
hours in effect during the rest 
continued on page /-1 
very last week in the semester. 
More planning and communi­
cation between the students 
and administration is evidently 
needed. 
Course Guides. Students 
complain that there is no com­
prehensive guide to all courses, 
resources and programs here. 
There is a school bulletin avail­
able, yet it obviously is not 
being made available to the de­
gree necessary. The adminis­
tration should make an effort to 
more highly publicize the exist­
ence of the newly redone bulle­
tin . 
Out-of-towners. Because 
many students leave the Buf­
falo area for the summer and 
do not return to this wonderful, 
warm metropolis until shortly 
before classes start, those stu­
dents are placed at a severe dis­
advantage during the first week 
of the drop/add period. Accord­
ingly, we propose that the drop/ 
add period not start until the 
first day of classes, or on the 
Friday prior to the start of class­
es, and be extended one more 
week into the semester. It is not 
fair that persons unlucky 
enough to receive exciting, val­
uable offers from firms or or­
ganizations outside of Buffalo 
more attention should be given 
to the scheduling process here. 
The scheduling of classes this 
semester was done poorly, re­
sulting in students having 
classes during five or even six 
days per week, while only being 
registered for four courses. This 
creates many unnecessary 
problems for students, not the 
least of which is the terrible dif­
ficulty in devising a sane work 
schedule for those who must 
work to finance their education. 
Alternate Courses. Many stu­
dents have complained that 
when they register, they are al­
lowed only to list an alternate 
course to one primary course, 
rather than to list one course as 
an alternate to any of the four 
primary courses which s/he is 
unsuccessful in enrolling in. 
These students are under the 
impression that this is a poor 
policy because it prevents stu­
dents from getting into the par­
ticular course they want as an 
alternate. This, of course, is not 
true, as students need simply 
list the same alternate to every 
course they list as a primary, 
while listing a separate alter­
nate for a seminar, if they so 
choose. This adds flexibility­
and not inflexibility - to the 
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Grades 
Both the SBA Ad Hoc Commit­
tee on Grading and the Alumni 
Association came out in sup­
port of a five tier system in the 
April 2, 1974 issue of The Opin­
ion. 
The law school faculty even­
tually restored the four tier sys­
tem in April of 1974. However, 
one should note continued but 
infrequent use of the H* and 0* 
distinctions (which signified 
that a professor had put a letter 
in a student's file as a further 
comment on a grade); many 
mistakenly assume these dis­
tinctions mean H+ 0 +. 
William Greiner, an alumni of 
the law school and Associate 
Vice Provost for SUNYAB in the 
1970's, displayed his discontent 
with the four tier system in a 
series of memos in 1978 which 
addressed both the SBA an'd 
law school officials. He noted 
the comment of a disgruntled 
student who told him that " .. .. 
our current grading system 
makes a statement to students 
which is demoralizing (at 
best) ... many (most?) of our 
students come here with more 
or less ambiguous feelings 
about themselves and this 
place . . . and we do a good deal 
to reinforce their ambiguous 
feelings about self when we as­
sign non-descript grades to 
most of them in their first year 
courses . .. " (The Opinion, 
April 14, 1978, pg . 6). James 
Atleson, an associate professor 
at the law school, responded to 
Greiner's memos : " I find it hard 
Faculty Statement . . from page 3 
priate by the governing author­know where they stand within 
ity. It contains no guidelines, no
that very broad range; he 
definitions, no boundaries. Itsuggested that one way to do 
derives from this "responsibil­this would be allowing a O +, 
ity to promote equality and jus­0, 0- distinction. 
tice." Whose version7 MoreRecently posted grades add 
loaded terms would be difficultlevels of confusion. Some first 
to find. Whose political agendayear professors gave out a dou­
is being sanctioned here byble digit number of Ds while 
being equated with "equalityothers seem to be unofficially 
and justice"?
creating a new grading system 
This is intellectual Stalinism.of their own. 
Everything - even comments,One in particular seems to 
remarks, and discourse - willhave discovered a H*, H, 0*, 0 · 
be made to serve the revolu­
system. The true status of grade 
tion, I mean, a particular viewimplementation remains unre­
of equality and justice. Perhapsvealed . Many see Dean Fil­
it should be stated in the law
varoff's arrival as a stimulus for 
school catalog that incominga more competitive adminstra­
students may be subject to con­
tion of the H- 0 system. How­
scription as intellectual mer­
ever, some upperclassmen feel 
cenaries upon entering these
that the first year class may be 
hallowed halls of (oops, I was
exceptionally lazy or stupid. 
almost ready to say higher edu­Whatever the case, the admin­
cation) . istration needs to clearly 
Is the expression of opposi­reexamine the present system 
tion to affirmative action racialin an effort to create grades that 
quotas on the "verboten" list assend a somewhat clearer and 
beyond the racist pale? Is aconsistent message to employ­
voiced opinion that abortion ers. 
should be illegal or oppositionStudents will have an oppor­
to the Equal Rights Amendmenttunity to voice their opinion on 
inappropriately sexist? Is a sin­grades in a referendum that will 
cerely held - but unfortunate­be held at the same time as the 
ly spoken - belief that homo­SBA spring election of officers. 
sexuality is immoral in theFor some odd reason, seven 
"swiftly and openly condemn­SBA directors voted against the 
ed" category as being homo­referendum. Personally, I hope 
phobic? I heard these pairingsthat it will stimulate ideas and 
frequently during my four yearsdiscussion about ways to 
in the law school. Nothing infurther improve our present 
this faculty statement wouldsystem. In any case, it will still 
suggest these are extremeprovide an invaluable historical 
examples.record of current attitudes on 
By what stretch of the imagi-this matter. 
to believe that a more detailed 
grading system will substan­
tially allay student doubts 
about themselves, doubts 
which existed under our old 
numerical grading system as 
well. Much of this may stem 
from far more serious doubts 
e.g. some students come to 
Buffalo because they were re­
jected by higher choices or be­
cause of financial limitations." 
(The Opinion.April 28, 1978, pg. 
6). 
Students maintained over­
whelming support for the four 
tier system in a 1978 referen­
dum which drew 60% of the law 
student body to the voting 
boxes. (The Opinion, 
November 9, 1978, pg. 1). The 
most recent referendum on 
grading occurred on March 6 
and 7 of 1985. That vote re­
sulted in 218 out of 317 voting 
to maintain the present system. 
(The Opinion, March 13, 1985, 
pg. 1). 
Professor Emeritus Jacob 
Hyman, one of a few individuals 
who witnessed the full evolu­
tion of the law school's grading 
system first hand, agreed to a 
short interview on this matter 
at the end of last semester. He 
felt that the present system 
reasonably reflects the evalua­
tions that lawyers make of their 
colleagues' performances, i.e. 
great, qualified or a flop. How­
ever, he qualified this by stating 
that he personally felt that the 
0 range was too wide and that 
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nation is the swift and open 
condemnation of certain views, 
remarks, or comments but not 
others contributing to the pur­
suit of equality and justice? 
What form will this condemna­
tion take? Will this eventually 
take the form of some intellec­
tual version of the scarlet letter? 
This rejection of the market­
place of ideas, this abandoning 
of the encouragement of free 
discourse, this imposition of an 
intellectual checklist would be 
unconstitutional in any context. 
That it is even seriously consid­
ered, let alone unanimously 
passed by a body of faculty, in 
a school - no, a public school 
- no, a public law school - is 
absolutely incredible. 
It is the epitome of hierarchi­
cal elitism to let this arbitrary 
intellectual litmus test operate. 
It is certainly reductionistic and 
demeaning to say that such a 
chilling and coercive device 
equates with the pursuit of 
equality and justice. It is, by the 
very terms of the faculty state­
ment, separate from the means 
of dealing with reprehensible 
conduct. And it turns a laudible­
sounding title into an oxymo­
ron. 
I hope everyone will give this 
section of the faculty statement 
a second, even a tenth, look. Of­
fensive and abusive acts of har­
assment should be dealt with 
appropriately, yes. But openly 
condemning remarks and com­
ments deemed inappropriate? 
In a law school classroom? If 
the American Civil Liberties 
Union can defend the Nazis at 
Skokie, surely this progressive 
law school can show more 
commitment to real First 
Amendment ideals. 
Thomas L. Jipping 
J.D., SUNY-Buffalo, 1987 
Political Science 
Graduate Student 
Concerns . . from page I 3 
of the semester. Again, many 
students work or have children, 
and the four hours that A & R 
is open daily just aren 't enough 
to attend to drop/add concerns, 
particularly when there is just 
one line available. There should 
be extended hours, with no 
noon-time closing, and A & R 
should stay open during the 
evening one or two times week­
ly to accommodate those stu­
dents who work or need to at­
tend to their children. Of 
course, the extra hours would 
apply only during the drop/add 
period. 
CONCLUSION 
The present registration sys­
tem is one which maximizes 
frustration and minimizes effi ­
ciency. Significant changes are 
needed in order to correct the 
present inadequacies in the 
registration process here at UB. 
We wish to stress that the sys­
tem needs to be carefully re­
thought, as opposed to making 
isolated, insignificant changes 
here and there. Of course, the 
student body stands ready to 
assist the administration in de­
signing and implementing 
these changes. We're just a 
memo or a holler away ... 
Bizarre . . from page 1 1 
nounce it due to its lack of au­
thenticity. I would suggest, 
however, that wrestling is not 
a sport, and with this in mind, 
shouldn't be viewed as a sport. 
Professional wrestling is enter­
tainment, camp at its best. Once 
you accept it for what it is, and 
realize that wrestlers win based 
on popularity, not necessarily 
ability, professional wrestling 
can be very enjoyable. 
Page fourteen The Opinion February 17, 1988 
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Drinking Age 
From personal experience which is predominantly under 
with this bar, Ryan's, I'm going the age of 21. Let's make no 
to make a few assumptions. mistake about it, what hap­
The assailant was probably pened to my cousin was not so 
under 21, and most likely drunk. unbelievable to be classified as 
One can only infer that this indi­ a fluke. In fact, when you think 
vidual does not have the matur­ about it, all the ingredients for 
ity necessary to have a few this type of tragedy were right 
beers and maintain a civil per­ there. This was no fluke, in fact, 
sonality. it was even probable. 
The first three weeks of 1988 Please if you're under 21 and 
witnessed three fights outside dying to go to a bar, think twice. 
Ryan's Niteclub. I'm not talking If you're not careful, you may 
about a simple exchange of find yourself going to a bar to 
words, or even a heated shout­ die. 
ing match. I'm referring to 
Twenty-one was not just theepisodes of malicious physical 
first number to be randomlyviolence. 
generated by the state's com-
My hunch is that these fighting puter. Our elected representa-
incidents are at least partially tives specifically chose 21 years 
linked to the bar's clientele as the legal drinking age be-
Matrimonial Law Symposium . . . . . . . . . . 
discussion, however, was the 
making of pendent lite motions 
and statements of net worth. As 
such, O'Reilly, like most of the 
other speakers, distributed 
copies of forms that he uses in 
his practice. So, O'Reilly 
handed out a sample pendete 
lite motion, Ashley two differ­
ent types of retainer letters, and 
David Siegel, who spoke on dis­
covery and the valuation of 
marital assets, gave out forms 
of interrogatories. 
Siegel, who feels that discov­
ery is the most important as-
Centennial . . . . . . . 
Saperston & Day, P.C., will 
speak from the point of view of 
"The Employer's Attorney." 
*Jeremy V. Cohen, of Flaher­
ty, Cohen, Grande, Randazzo & 
Doren, on "Age Discrimination 
and Reduction in the Work 
Force." 
*Anne Smith Si met, of Hodg­
son, Russ, Andrews, Woods & 
Goodyear, on "Sex Discrimina­
tion and Harassment." 
*W. James Schwan, of Wyss­
ling, Schwan & Montgomery; 
on "Problems of Disability, 
Handicaps, AIDS, and Diabe­
tes." 
*Michael R. Morevac, of Phil­
lips, Lytle, Hitchcock, Blaine & 
Huber, on "Employment at Will 
in New York." 
*Sharon 8. Hartley, counsel 
for Delaware North Co., on 
"Drug Tests and Polygraph 
Tests." 
*Thomas Gill, of Saperston & 
Day, P.C., on "Bankruptcy and 
Employee Benefits After LTV." 
*Judy Scales-Trent, Associ-
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pect of matrimonial practice, 
had several gems of legal wis­
dom. At the examination before 
trial, or the EBT, when you see 
that the person that you are 
examining is lying you should 
"wait until trial to prove it." 
Also, asking a witness at an 
Examination Before Trial (EBT) 
if, "that is all," after their 
timony so to speak. In this way 
when the witness tries to 
change his or her testimony at 
trial you, the lawyer, can dam­
age that testimony by saying, 
"but I asked you if 'that was all' 
from page 1 
ate Professor, University at Buf­
falo Law School, on "Update of 
Supreme Court and Other Ap­
pellate Decisions Concerning 
Affirmative Action." 
A short psycho-drama on 
gender bias in the legal profes­
sion will also be presented. 
There will be plenty of time for 
questions and answers and 
comprehensive hand-out mate­
rials will be distributed. Dean 
David 8. Filvaroff will introduce 
the Convocation. Also speaking 
are Robert W. Keller '66, presi­
dent of the Law Alumni and Mr. 
Parker. 
A fee of $30 includes the Con­
vocation, a continental break­
fast and lunch. To make a reser­
vation, please send a check pay­
able to the Law Alumni Associ­
ation to the Law Alumni Office, 
University at Buffalo Law 
School, John Lord O'Brian Hall, 
Buffalo, NY 14260. Further in­
formation may be obtained by 
contacting the UB Law School 
at 716-636-2053. 
cause they believe that such a 
law is in the public's best in­
terest. 
The reason that our govern­
ment did not fix the legal drink­
ing age at 20 is because it feels 
that as a group, these citizens 
are not yet prepared to handle 
the responsibilities that must 
accompany a night of drinking 
out on the town ... the bushel 
contains a few too many green 
apples that haven't matured 
quite enough. 
The problem is clear. While 
the legal drinking age in New 
York State is 21, it simply 
doesn't apply to those under 21 
who have access to a car and 
$.50 to pay the Peace Bridge 
toll. 
at the EBTand you said 'yes' ... " 
The only non-lawyer to speak 
at the symposium was Frank 
Alabiso, a licensed psycholo­
gist, who interviews children in 
custody disputes and acts as an 
expert witness at trials. He 
listed six criteria for lawyers to 
use when deciding whether to 
use a mental health profes­
sional as an expert witness at a 
trial involving matrimonial mat­
ters. 
Those criteria are: (1) wheth­
er the person has practiced for 
over five years in the field, (2) 
whether the person is licensed 
Bear Arms .... 
military unit - a branch of the 
U.S. Army administered under 
the "Army clause" of the U.S. 
Constitution. 
Current and long-standing 
federal statutes define the 
"militia" (unorganized militia) 
as including all males of a cer­
tain age group as well as some 
females. [See 10 U.S.C. 311 (a) 
(1982).) Thus, current federal 
law views the militia in a man­
ner consistent with the histori­
cal context of the Second 
Amendment - armed citizens 
not part of the state Army. 
"Militia," for Second Amend­
ment purposes, refers to indi ­
vidual civilian citizens rather 
than any organized military 
unit. 
This conclusion is consistent 
with the seminal U.S. Supreme 
Court decision on the issue, 
United States v. Miller, 307 U.S. 
174 (1939). Miller involved a 
challenge to the National Fire­
arms Act of 1934, under which 
Jack Miller had been prose­
cuted for transportation of a 
Faculty Candidates from page 3 
six citations for meritorious ser­
vice. 
He worked for the U.S. Con­
sumer Product Safety Commis­
sion from 1973 to 1983, spent 
one year as a law clerk at a small 
Wisconsin firm, served one 
year in the Environmental Pro­
tection Unit of the Wisconsin 
Department of Justice, and is 
currently working towards his 
L.L.M. at the University of Wis­
consin. Mr. Snowarrow Faus­
ett's teaching interests include 
the areas of native American 
rights, human rights, environ­
mental law and property. 
Muhammad Kenyatta re­
ceived his Juris Doctor from 
Harvard Law School in 1984. He 
is more interested in teaching_ 
per se than teaching law. He 
taught political science at Will­
iams College for two years and 
is an ordained minister. 
During his lunch with the stu­
dents, Mr. Kenyatta displayed a 
genuine interest in finding out 
what attracted students to this 
law school. He displayed a 
strong interest in an interdis­
ciplinary approach to law 
where one became "less inter­
ested in thinking like a lawyer 
and more interested in thinking 
about law from a variety of per­
spectives." 
He had definite ideas on the 
kinds of courses he wanted to 
teach . The first was a constitu­
tional law course that would 
concentrate on the role of con­
stitutional jurisprudence in a 
pluralistic society. Other in­
terests included a gender law 
course, one that would be enti­
tled "Martin Luther King and 
the Law," and a final one enti­
tled "Race, Racism and The 
Law." 
He also displayed an interest 
in placing students in a variety 
of community organizations off 
campus so that students could 
have an opportunity at looking 
at community organizing for 
social change. 
I think it is unfortunate that 
the proximity of Fort Erie, On­
tario makes this law nothing 
more than a farce. While most 
cities across our nation can 
proudly look at the positive ef­
fects that an increased drinking 
age has had on their communi­
ty, our city of Buffalo is power­
less to affect the drinking habits 
of its citizens under the age of 
21 . 
While the problem is clear, 
the solution is not. What's hap­
pening across the border is per­
fectly legal and I feel helpless 
to influence the fate of those in­
nocent few who may very well 
meet up with the same fate as 
my cousin, Scott Hammond. 
It wasn't until January 18, 
or certified, (3) whether the per­
son has a family practice, (4) 
whether the person has any 
publications, (5) whether the 
person belongs to any profes­
sional organizations, and (6) 
whether the person is held in 
high esteem by his or her col­
leagues. If you can get affirma­
tive answers to all of these 
questions, you will likely have 
a good expert witness. 
The last speaker was Profes­
sor Birzon, who discussed sev­
eral evidentiary issues includ­
ing the proving of fault in a New 
"sawed-off shotgun." Th·e Su­
preme Court in Millernoted that 
the "militia" mentioned in the 
Second Amendment was 
"comprised of all males physi­
cally capable of acting in con­
cert for the common defense 
... expecting to appear bearing 
arms supplied by themselves." 
The result in Miller (the only 
Supreme Court case construing 
the Second Amendment right) 
can only be read to mean that 
the "right to keep and bear 
arms" is an individual right per­
taining to those weapons hav­
ing military utility. The question 
of whether Jack Miller's 
"sawed-off shotgun" had milit­
ary utility was to be determined 
on remand. 
There is little or no intellectu­
ally defensible reasoning which 
could lead to the conclusion 
that the right "to keep and bear 
arms" guaranteed by the U.S. 
Constitution is anything other 
than an individual right. Any 
theory of "collective right" (in 
vogue with gun-control advo-
continued from page 4 
1988 that I came to understand 
and appreciate the meaning of 
this law. I don't know how many 
more people have been injured -
since the incident on January 
17, but I've learned that it only 
takes one punch to an unsus­
pecting loved-one from some­
one that nobody knows to 
shock and forever change the 
lives of a close-knit family and 
their friends. 
Next time you hear the line, 
"if I can be drafted to fight, then 
I should be allowed to drink," 
keep in mind that in this age 
category especially, some 
people don't have to be drafted 
to fight ... a few drinks and 
they're already there. 
. continued from page I 
York State divorce action. But, 
in keeping with the practical na­
ture of the symposium he 
began by stating that the most -important rule of evidence in 
bench, or non-jury, trials could 
never be found in the profound 
works of Blackstone or Wig­
more, or even in any case repor­
ter. Instead, the most important 
rule of evidence, uttered by 
judges in response to objec­
tions at bench trials, is only ten 
words long. Namely, "I will take 
it for what it is worth, coun­
selor." 
from page 9 
cates) is inconsistent with both 
history and current federal law. 
Thus, the real questions sur­
rounding the Second Amend­
ment are (1) whether modern 
weapons technology (from 
"law's rockets" to nuclear de­
vices) are sufficiently danger­
ous as to allow the interests of 
national security to override the 
individual right and (2) whether 
the somewhat sexist definition 
ofthe "militia" in the U.S. Code 
is appropriate in modern soci­
ety. 
The question of whether the 
Second Amendment guaran­
tees an individual or a collective 
right is a non-question : it is, and 
always has been, an individual 
right. The individual citizen 
should have the right, in his or 
her home, to maintain rifles, 
pistols or other firepower for 
hunting, self-defense, target 
practice, etc., until such time as 
the Second Amendment is al­
tered through the process of 
Constitutional Amendment. 
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BAR/BRI is excited to announce that Prof. Arthur -R. 
Miller, of the Harvard Law School, will be lecturing for 
BAR/BRI, beginning with the 1988 bar examination. 
Prof. Miller, who lectured on the bar examination for 
more than IO years before joining BAR/BRI, will lecture 
in New York, California, Michigan, Massachusetts, and 
other states. 
The addition of Prof. Miller is just one more reason 
that more law school graduates throughout the 
United States take BAR/BRI than take any other 
bar review. 
We are excited to welcome Prof. Miller to our faculty. 
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